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ABSTRACT
The release pf vasodilators such as adenosine and the adenine nucleo­
tides, substances whose tissue concentrations and release are governed 
by the metabolic activity' of; a tissue, has Been suggested as a means 
whereby tissues keep blood flow in balance with metabolic activity.
This current investigation tested the possibility that the adenine nu­
cleotides might control blood flow via their ability to chelate the 
vasoconstrictive calcium ion (Ca**).
The isolated forelimb and gracilis muscle were perfused with blood 
and infused with solutions of adenosine, ADP, and ATP (Ca++-freel, 
these same solutions titrated with isosmotic CaCl2 to bring their [Ca"*"*"] 
to control levels (Ca^T-t it rated), isosmotic CaC^, and physiological 
saline. Perfusion pressure and the calcium ion activity of the perfu­
sate (blood) were measured before, during, and after each infusion. 
Significant decreases of perfusion pressure (in mmHg) of 7 0 + 8  SEM, 80 
+ 8, and 79 + 9 and decreases of Ca** (in mM/L) of 0.18 + 0.03 SEM, 0.17 
+ 0.04, and 0.20 + 0.05, were produced, respectively, by the infusion of 
Ca^-free adenosine, ADP, and ATP into the gracilis muscle. The infu­
sion of Ca^-titrated solutions resulted in decreases of resistance to 
blood flow which were identical to those produced by the Ca^-free solu­
tions, but did not cause a decrease of calcium ion activity of the perfu­
sate.
In the forelimb, infusion of Ca'^+'-free ATP produced resistance de­
creases in total, arterial, small vessel, and venular segments, respec­
tively, of 1.23, 0.11, 1.11, and 0.01 resistance units (RU) while the 
infusion of Ca*r*Vtitrated ATP produced resistance decreases of 1.31,
0.27, 1.33, and 0.01 RU. The infusion of Ca^-titrated solutions did
x
not cause a fall of bipod Ca"^ whereas Ca'*r,Vfree nucleotide solutions 
always depressed blood Ca"^ levels. Since the infusion of Ca^-free 
and Ca'*TN'titrated solutions resulted in identical vasodilator responses 
But Ca’**Vtitrated solutions did not change the levels of Ca’*'+‘ of the 
blood, it was concluded that the vasodilator properties of adenosine, 
ADP, and ATP were not due to their chelation of Ca++. In addition, 
these in vivo results demonstrated that adenosine as well as the adenine 
nucleotides depresses Ca** and that the infusion of isosmotic CaCl2 re­
sulted in quite large increases of Ca+rr of the blood with only small, 
but significant, concomitant increases in resistance.
Preliminary experiments revealed quite large increases of venous Ca** 
during tonic contraction of the gracilis muscle. Such contraction re­
sulted in a diphasic change of venous Ca’*’*’. The levels of Ca’*"*' in­
creased to 115% of control during contraction, fell to 108% of control 
during the one^half to one minute post—contraction (PC) period, in­
creased to a second peak at three minutes, and returned to control lev­
els at eight minutes PC. Arterial pH did not change while venous pH 
significantly declined, from 7.26 to 7.19, during contraction and con­
tinued to decline to 7.14 at one minute PC and then returned to control 
at five minutes PC.
Experiments were performed to determine whether the increased Ca+"*‘ 
could be explained entirely by the increased acidity of gracilis vein 
blood. Results with blood (in vitro) demonstrated that a 0.1 unit pH 
change resulted in only a 0.03 mM/L change in Ca++ compared to an in­
crease of 0.14 mM/L during contraction and 0.04 mM/L during PC periods. 
Thus, the increase of Ca-^  during contraction far exceeded the amount 
that could be caused by the concomitant pH change. These results
indicate that vasodilator .metabolites present in venous blood must be 
capable of retaining their vasodilator capacity in the face of elevated 
levels of Ca^. The fact that adenosine and the adenine nucleotides re­
tain their full vasodilator;capacity in the presence of elevated levels 
of Ca^  adds credence to their possible involvement as local regulators 
of blood flow.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Local Blood Flow Regulation
1. Early concepts concerning metabolic regulation of blood flox?
It is now accepted that many tissues or organs of the body, through 
intrinsic mechanisms, regulate their blood flow in order to meet their 
individual metabolic requirements. The exact mechanism, however, 
which accounts for such regulation has evaded precise description. It 
currently is held that the control of local blood flow is mediated by 
some factor produced by the tissue which keeps blood flow in balance with 
local requirements. Gaskell, in 1880, was the first to suggest that 
some substance which was linked with metabolism was also vasoactive 
and could regulate local blood flow when produced or released by an 
active tissue or organ (41). This hypothesis stemmed from a quantita­
tive description of the increased blood flow brought about by skeletal 
muscle contraction. The increased flow provoked by the contraction 
was termed "active hyperemia" by Gaskell (40). Subsequent studies 
have served not only to support this hypothesis but have extended this
concept to other tissues and to other types of regulation of blood
1 9flow. For example, reactive hyperemia-*- and autoregulation'4, (6 , 48, 56)
1-An increase of blood flow following temporary cessation of flow.
^Maintenance of a relatively constant blood flow in the face 
of a changing perfusion pressure.
2are now considered to be related to the Metabolic Hypothesis enunciated 
by Gaskell.
2. . The Metabolic Hypothesis
Stated more formally, the Metabolic Hypothesis proposes that varia­
tions in metabolism produces varying concentrations of oxygen or of vaso­
dilator metabolites which, through active vasomotion, adjust blood flow 
to a level related to the new rate of metabolism of the tissue (51, 85). 
For example, an increase in metabolism due to an increasing activity of 
skeletal muscle decreases the concentration of oxygen of the muscle, by 
increasing the rate of oxidation, or increases the concentration of vaso­
dilator metabolites by increasing their rate of release into the tissue 
fluids surrounding the arterioles. The resultant arteriolar dilation in­
creases blood flow to a level dictated by the new metabolic rate. On the 
other hand, a drop of perfusion pressure, which brings about a momentarily 
decreased rate of flow through the organ, elicits relaxation of the vascu­
lar bed thereby restoring the balance between perfusion and metabolism.
The converse of the responses described above also takes place,
i.e., a decrease in metabolism or an extrinsically generated increase in 
flow produces vasoconstriction (51). A decrease in metabolism would 
cause the release of fewer vasodilator metabolites while an increase in 
blood flow would tend to remove vasodilator metabolites at a more rapid 
rate, both of which would diminish the effect such metabolites would 
have upon the vascular smooth muscle.
Perhaps the most convincing evidence that metabolites play an impor­
tant role in local regulation of blood flow comes from bioassay studies of 
the vasoactivity of venous blood. Venous blood from a normally perfused, 
resting organ has been shoxm to have vasdilator activity with respect to
3arterial blood (22,54), while an increase in metabolism increased the 
vasodilator activity of venous blood (51). It has also been shown that 
venous blood tested for its vasodilator potential two or more minutes after 
collection failed to produce a vascular response (68) suggesting that the 
agent or agents were labile and were soon degraded. It thus seems certain 
that the concentration of a vasoactive substance or substances in venous 
blood is higher than that in arterial blood. The identification of this 
locally released substance which balances blood flow and the activity of 
the tissue presents a challenging problem.
3. Possible regulators of local blood flow
A number of factors have been proposed as regulators of local blood
flow. Among these are (1) oxygen, (2) various electrolytes, (3) osmolarity,
(4) pH, (5) adenosine and the adenine nucleotides; adenosine monophosphate, 
(AMP); adenosine diphosphate, (ADP); and adenosine triphosphate, (ATP);
(6) acetylcholine, (7) histamine, (8) serotonin, and (9) bradykinin (51).
The first five factors listed above will be considered in some detail, 
while those remaining will not be considered further since the available 
evidence strongly indicates that they are not involved in the physiological 
regulation of local blood flow, even though they all possess demonstrable 
vasoactive properties (1, 50, 65, 131). In the case of acetylcholine, how-' 
ever, blood flow through the genitalia is known to be controlled by the 
cholinergic nervi erigentes. Each of the factors currently held to parti­
cipate in the control of local blood flow will be discussed in view of 
recent evidence.
a. Oxygen
Since muscular contraction in animals has been shown to diminish
the oxygen content, oxygen saturation, and oxygen tension of blood
4draining the muscle (108, 122, 124), the amount of oxygen present in an 
active tissue may, in some manner, regulate blood flow. In this regard 
a localized decrease in oxygen has been shown to produce vasodilation 
(22, 46, 50). Oxygen may act synergistically with other factors since 
the vasodilator effect of low levels of oxygen in local vascular beds 
appears to be potentiated by ionic factors such as an increase in 
potassium ion concentration (121, 122). Although local hypoxemia 
demonstrably reduced the resistance to blood flow through most systemic 
vascular beds, this action was manifested only after the oxygen tension 
reached a certain critically low level, perhaps slightly less than that 
in mixed venous blood (24, 54). This data suggests that the tension of 
oxygen in the tissue, taken singly, could not account for the entire 
dilator activity of resting venous blood. This concept is compatible 
with the fact that the vasodilator activity of resting venous blood is 
lost prior to oxygenation (54). Changes in oxygen levels alone cannot 
explain reactive hyperemia or autoregulation in the kidney, since the 
time course of the oxygen changes is shorter than the blood flow changes. 
Oxygen changes also do not seem to participate in the autoregulation 
that follows elevation of perfusion pressure in skeletal and heart 
muscle (51). Perfused skeletal muscle demonstrated good autoregulation 
in spite of a wide range of supranormal ^0^ values, thus eliminating 
oxygen as a major determinant of autoregulation of blood flow in 
skeletal muscle (14). Oxygen, either directly or indirectly, may play 
some minor role in active hyperemia and the autoregulation that follows 
reduction of perfusion pressure in skeletal and heart muscle (51, 117). 
However, oxygen does not appear to be a principle factor in the 
regulation, locally, of blood flow.
5b. Electrolyte factors
Several plasmatic electrolytes, e.g., potassium, magnesium, calcium, 
and hydrogen, have all been implicated in the regulation of blood flow 
(13, 94, 117).
Potassium, when administered, elicits vasodilation in the heart 
and limb (75) , as well as in intestine (23), kidney (38), and the 
gracilis muscle (122). It has also been shown that potassium was 
released from skeletal muscle in an amount related to the level of con­
tractile activity of the muscle (74). Kilburn (73) found 0.7 mEq/L more 
potassium in the venous blood draining the forearms of exercising humans 
than that present in arterial blood while a similar study (122) recorded 
an increased blood flow of 169 percent which was associated with an 
increase of 0.41 mEq/L in potassium ion concentration. On the other 
hand, a local reduction in the plasmatic concentration of potassium 
produced an increased resistance to flow through the kidney (52), limb 
(52), and gracilis muscle (122), indicating that removal of the vaso­
dilator influence of potassium evoked vasoconstriction.
A role for potassium in regulation of coronary blood flow has not 
been established since increases of coronary blood flow, initiated by 
stimulation of cardioaccelerator nerves or atria, were not always 
associated with a measurable net release of potassium from the myocardium 
(125). In addition, the maximal increase in flow achieved by intra­
coronary administration of potassium fell short of that which was 
observed during stimulation (29). The role played by potassium in the 
reactive hyperemia observed in gracilis muscle or hindlimb has also been 
questioned, since large flow changes have been observed in the face of 
a constant venous potassium (111). There is some suggestive evidence
6that the potassium ion may participate in the vascular response elicited 
by an increased metabolic activity of skeletal muscle. The available 
evidence, however, does not support participation of potassium in the 
responses to altered metabolic activity in other tissues and in the 
responses to altered flow in any tissue (51).
Other ionic constituents of blood have been shorn to possess vaso­
active properties but have not, as of now, been shown to play a signifi­
cant role in regulation of blood flow. The magnesium ion has been shown 
to be vasodilator in those vascular beds studied (116), but the effect 
of this cation appears to be quite minor (115). The calcium ion has 
been shown to be a vasoconstrictor in all vascular beds studied, i.e. 
that of the forelimb (52, 94), heart (116), and kidney (38) and will be 
considered in greater detail later.
It has been noted that greater vasodilator changes are produced by 
ions in combination with each other than by any single species by itself. 
For example, increased potassium and magnesium in conjunction with 
decreased calcium produced a decrease in resistance greater than that 
caused by any one of these three electrolyte' changes (33, 52). Since 
vasoactive electrolytes released by active tissues alter the osmolarity 
of the blood as well as change the concentration of particular ions, 
investigations were undertaken to study osmolarity per se as a possible 
regulator of blood flow.
c. Osmolarity
It has been proposed that regional changes in osmolarity of the 
blood play an important role in the active hyperemia of skeletal muscle 
(57). An elevated osmolarity of venous blood coming from active 
skeletal muscle of both cat and man has been reported and was thought
to be due to the release of substances from the muscle cells (86). This 
finding, coupled with the well-documented vasodilator property of 
hyperosmolarity (42, 115), provides an attractive mechanism for the 
vascular dilatation seen during exercise. The vasodilator potential 
of hyperosmolarity has been shown to be potentiated by the decrease in 
pH of venous blood (33). More direct results, however, now suggest that 
osmolarity does not play a dominant role in active hyperemia. The 
hyperosmolarity of venous blood which appeared during the first minute 
of exercise disappeared by the fifth minute, whereas the flow of blood 
continued to increase (117, 118). Moreover, comparable increases in 
venous osmolarity, which were produced by infusion of hyperosmotic 
solutions of dextrose or sodium chloride, failed to produce similar in­
creases in blood flow (117) while no change in osmolarity occurred in 
the venous effluent during reactive hyperemia (118). It thus seems 
apparent that the osmolarity of blood does not play a major role in 
regulation of blood flow.
d. pH
The hydrogen ion has been implicated as a regulator of local blood 
flow since a decrease in the pH of venous blood was observed during 
active and reactive hyperemia in skeletal muscle (76, 111). An increase 
of hydrogen ions, produced by means of topical application, intra- 
arterial infusion of acidic solutions or a deliberately increased carbon 
dioxide tension of the perfusate, elicited a fall in resistance to blood 
flow through vascular beds of the forelimb (24), heart (79), skin (100), 
and skeletal muscle (41, 77). The major obstacles to assigning an 
important role to the hydrogen ion have been the observations that in­
duced changes in pH must be quite large to produce measurable changes in
resistance (50, 88) and that large changes in resistance occurred with 
very small or no change in the pH of venous blood (51)• Thus it appears 
that, although the pH of venous blood decreases during activity of 
various tissues and this decrease produces vasodilation, pH changes 
alone cannot be the principle factor which, controls blood flow through 
tissues.
e. Adenosine and the adenine nucleotides 
Adenosine and its nucleotide derivatives all have been strongly 
implicated as possible regulators of local blood flow (7, 15, 28, 37, 
51). Perhaps the best evidence that adenosine and/or the adenine 
nucleotides are involved in such regulation is that ATP and adenosine 
are released from active skeletal and cardiac muscle (5, 36, 37) and 
venous blood from ischemic or active heart, kidney, and skeletal muscle 
induces vasodilation when perfused into the vascular bed of a forelimb, 
but elicits vasoconstriction when perfused into the renal artery (114). 
Since adenosine and the adenine nucleotides are the only known endo­
genous substances which elicit this particular pattern of vascular 
responses (4, 114). their participation in control of local blood flow 
receives strong support. The physiological activity of these substances 
will receive a more comprehensive consideration at a later point in this 
dissertation.
B. Calcium
Since calcium provokes vasoactivity, as briefly discussed earlier, 
the mechanism of such activity needs to be defined. One of the problems 
of this endeavor lies in the difficulty of measuring the physiologically 
active form of calcium.
91. Biochemical forms of calcium in blood
Calcium has been shown to exist in three inter-related forms in the
blood, namely: 1) bound to protein, 2) complexed with chelating agents
• H *such as phosphates or citrate, and 3) ionized (Ca ) or free (.83). The
ionized form has been shown to be the physiologically active form (82).
These three calcium states of the blood exist in a dynamic equilibrium
that is influenced by the hydrogen ion. An increase in hydrogen ion
concentration results in the dissociation of calcium from protein in-
-]■ {■
creasing the concentration of Ca . The reverse situation, the associa- 
++tion of Ca and protein, is thought to take place with a decreasing 
hydrogen ion concentration.
2. Measurement of ionized calcium
Measurement of the ionized fraction of calcium has been difficult 
heretofore since the methods used were tedious and time consuming and 
often disrupted the delicate equilibrium between the different forms of 
calcium present in blood. Any attempt to separate and measure one 
fraction necessarily produced changes in the remaining two fractions.
The validity of the results therefore were suspect.
The first attempt to determine the ionized calcium of serum was 
made by Neuhausen and Marshall in 1922 (92). A calcium amalgam 
electrode was used in an attempt to measure the ionized calcium of dog 
sera, but an error as large as 25 percent was found to be inherent in 
the method. Tendeloo (128) used a calcium fluoride electrode in an 
attempt to determine the concentration of ionized calcium in solutions 
containing protein, but this technique was seriously criticized by 
Greenberg and Larson (45) who found that gelatin bound negligible 
amounts of calcium at the pH used by Tendeloo (128). A biological
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method was developed by McLean and Hastings (81) which made use of a 
beating frog heart which was sensitive to the ionic calcium content of 
solutions placed on the heart. Data derived from the frog heart prepara­
tion was used to construct a nomogram for calculation of concentration 
of ionized calcium from measured levels of total calcium and total 
serum protein (82). The biological assay technique; along with later 
methods for determinations of ionized calcium such as ultrafiltration, 
ultracentrifugation, and various chemical methods; has not proved 
satisfactory since the time involved was excessive and the complexed 
form of calcium often was measured along with the ionized form (101).
Rapid and accurate measurement of ionized calcium has now become 
possible with the development of an electrode which is specific for 
the calcium ion (107). The subsequent evolution of a flow-thru system 
improved the accuracy of the electrode and allowed for measurement of 
blood samples free from contact with air and subsequent loss of carbon 
dioxide (89). This system thereby prevents artifactual changes of 
ionized calcium activity due to loss of carbon dioxide and subsequent 
changes of pH. The accuracy of this system is reflected in the fact 
that repeated determinations of standard solutions resulted in readings 
which were within 0.1 percent of each other. The system is not, however, 
without limitations; one of them being the time lapse (1 to 3 minutes) 
before the level of Ca of a sample can be determined with the above 
reproducible accuracy.
3. The physiological role of the calcium ion in vasomotor 
activity
Bohr and Sitrin (13) have reported that agents are vasoactive by 
virtue of eliciting an alteration in the concentration of calcium ion.
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The exact mechanism, however, has not been defined. Regulation of the 
state of contraction of vascular smooth muscle was achieved by changing 
the level of free intracellular calcium ion that could influence four 
clearly identifiable but interrelated control points of the contractile
i
machinery, namely: (1) contractile protein, (2) energy metabolism,
(3) excitation-contraction coupling, and (4) excitation (13). The 
complexities arising from such a broad influence of ionized calcium are 
increased by the fact that the magnitude of the ion’s influence on each 
control point could differ greatly. For example, the direction of the 
influence on one control point might be such that it would augment the 
contractile state, whereas its influence on another might diminish 
vascular contraction. It is, therefore, conceivable that a change in 
calcium ion concentration could affect one or more of the above mentioned 
control points and produce a change in contractile activity of the 
vascular smooth muscle resulting in a change in blood flow.
Evidence indicates that there are at least two pools of calcium 
available to activate these control points; namely, an extracellular 
and an intracellular. Hudgins and Weiss (66), using radioactive calcium, 
described a fast washout fraction (readily depleted from muscle in a 
calcium free bathing solution), half-time of 8 minutes, and a slow 
washout fraction (not readily depleted), half-time of 75-105 minutes.
The fast washout fraction was thought to be the extracellular and super­
ficially bound calcium while the slow washout fraction was thought to be 
an intracellular fraction (66). A fast-washout fraction agrees with the 
results of Keatinge (71). By dividing the contraction of vascular smooth 
muscle elicited by epinephrine into a fast and slow component, Sitrin and 
Bohr (120) also demonstrated that two major pools of calcium were available
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for muscle contraction. The fast component, which, occurred in the 
first 45 seconds of a sustained contraction, was thought to be due 
to the release of intracellular bound calcium, while the slow component, 
longer than 45 seconds of a sustained contraction, was thought to be due 
to influx of calcium into the muscle (120). Hinke et al. (57) reported 
that a contracture caused by potassium depolarization was proportional 
to the extracellular Ca"*-*", which also indicates influx of calcium into 
the muscle. However, the results of Van Breeman and Lesser (130) demon­
strated that the action of norepinephrine on the alpha receptors of 
rabbit vascular smooth muscle was to cause the release of intracellular 
bound calcium. Thus, it appears that the calcium necessary for activa­
tion of vascular smooth muscle can be supplied from at least two dif­
ferent pools and that the stimulating agent may determine the pool which 
is used.
Hinke et al. (57) demonstrated that a certain level of Ca‘H " is 
essential for contraction of vascular smooth muscle. Hiraoka et al.
(59) reported that norepinephrine did not elicit contractile responses 
in the absence of extracellular calcium. Depolarization of vascular 
smooth muscle by high extracellular potassium also elicited contraction 
in a bathing solution with normal amounts of calcium, but failed to 
produce contraction in calcium free solutions (16, 17, 59, 123). At 
least 0.5 mM/L of calcium had to be present in the extracellular bathing 
solutions before stimulating agents such as high extracellular potassium, 
norepinephrine, epinephrine, and pitressin could elicit contraction of 
vascular smooth muscle (57). It is thus clear that a change in extra­
cellular calcium could produce a change in the function of the vas­
cular smooth muscle which would, in turn, result in a change in local
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blood flow.
It has been proposed (59, 61, 120) that calcium could move from the 
extracellular to the intracellular pool in sufficient quantities to 
activate the control points and stimulate contraction. Sakamoto (112) 
reports that spikes with overshoot potential can be evoked by electrical 
stimulation of smooth muscle in a Na-free Ca-Locke solution. A slow 
influx of calcium ion (concurrent with, but distinct from, the sodium 
inward current of the action potential) has been recorded in ventricular 
fibers (104) under voltage clamp conditions and was shown to be in­
fluenced by external calcium concentrations. In some crustacean muscle 
fibers the calcium ion acted as the charge carrier during the generation 
of an action potential (53). In quite similar studies Kumamoto and Horn 
(78) and Anderson et al. (2) reported that tetrodotoxin, a substance 
which inhibited excitability in tissues where the sodium hypothesis was 
known to apply, did not inhibit excitability in vascular smooth muscle. 
Hiraoka et al. (59) found that norepinephrine would elicit contraction 
in the absence of extracellular sodium. Manganese, a specific antagonist 
to calcium permeability, reduced the upstroke of the action potential 
in vascular smooth muscle (2) while the action potential was eventually 
abolished whenever the muscle was bathed in a calcium free solution (62). 
It has also been reported that a possible increase in net influx of 
calcium occurred in vascular smooth muscle due to a contraction induced 
by hypoxia (26). Epinephrine also produced a 105 percent increase in 
calcium influx in vascular smooth muscle (17). Thus, it is possible 
that a change in calcium influx could increase the concentration of 
intracellular calcium ion and alter the contractile state of vascular 
smooth muscle resulting in a change in blood flow.
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It has been proposed that contraction is brought about by an 
increase while relaxation is due to a decrease in the concentration of 
intracellular calcium ion (123). Various calcium ion pumps have been 
proposed which could move calcium ions into and out of the vascular 
smooth muscle cell. Recent work by Bohr and co-workers (12) supports 
the possibility that calcium pumps, similar to those described by Baker 
et al. (3) in the giant squid axon, may be operative in vascular smooth 
muscle. A  linked pump which would move sodium out of and calcium into 
(sodium-out/calcium-in) vascular smooth muscle is consistent with the 
observation of Briggs and Melvin (17) and Sitrin and Bohr (120) that 
influx of calcium in the aorta increases with low external sodium since 
sodium has been shorn to compete with the calcium ion for the carrier 
(12). The observation of Keatinge (72) that one fraction of sodium 
efflux requires extracellular calcium supports the concept of a linked 
pump. A calcium-out/sodium-in exchange was suggested by Reuter and 
Seitz's (105) observation that calcium efflux in cardiac muscle depended 
on extracellular sodium in a linked exchange. These results provided 
support for a direct role of a calcium-out/sodium-in linked pump in 
determining the concentration of intracellular ionized calcium and hence 
in extablishing the level of contraction of vascular smooth muscle (12). 
A change in extracellular calcium ion concentration, whatever the cause, 
could change the intracellular calcium ion level resulting in a change 
of vasomotor tone with a subsequent change of blood flow. This change 
in the calcium ion concentration could produce a change in the vascular 
smooth muscle activity by affecting the various control points of the 
contractile machinery.
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C. Adenosine and the Adenine Nucleotides
Adenosine and the adenine nucleotides were shown to possess potent 
vasoactivity in 1929 by Drury and Szent-Gyorgyi (30). The possibility 
that these substances might be involved in the regulation of local 
blood flow was considered shortly thereafter (31), and more recently 
has received some experimental support as described below.
_ i
1. Release of adenosine and adenine nucleotides from active 
tissue
Boyd and Forrester (15) reported that active frog sartorius 
muscle released a substance into the solution bathing the muscle which 
had a pronounced stimulatory effect when applied to a frog heart. It 
was found that the stimulatory effect was not due to an increase in 
potassium or calcium concentration, nor was it due to the liberation 
of catecholamines. When the solution bathing the muscle was applied to 
a firefly lantern extract, light was emitted. Since ATP is the only 
known material which is capable of eliciting this response, it was con­
cluded that the substance released from the frog muscle was ATP (15).
ATP subsequently has been found in the venous effluent of skeletal 
muscle of the human at rest (37) while the levels of ATP were found, 
during and following voluntary muscle contractions, to be increased to 
levels which could account for the increase in blood flow (37). It is 
generally accepted that adenosine, as well as other adenine nucleotides, 
cross cellular membranes (20, 25, 55). ATP has been found in the 
venous effluent of the rabbit ear during stimulation of the great 
auricular nerve (62).
Increased levels of adenosine were found in the venous effluent of
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contracting skeletal muscle of the dog and the frog which had lower 
than normal blood flows (28). This observation could be significant 
since earlier studies were not able to demonstrate adenosine in the 
venous effluent of anoxic skeletal muscle (67). Early investigators 
were not able to find adenosine in the venous effluent of actively 
contracting or hypoxic myocardium, yet, degradation products of adenosine, 
inosine and hypoxanthine, were found (5). If 8-azaguanine was added to 
the perfusate to inhibit enzymatic degradation, adenosine then appeared 
in the effluent of stressed heart tissue in sufficient quantities to 
account for the observed decrease in coronary artery resistance (70).
Rubio and Berne (109) later demonstrated that adenosine was present in 
the venous effluent of normal resting myocardium and that its level in­
creased during stress. It is noteworthy that the phosphate derivatives 
of adenosine have not been found, as of yet, in venous blood from the 
heart (7). In view of the above results Berne proposed a mechanism for 
the control of blood flow through the heart which was based on the 
release of adenosine from resting tissue (7) which increased during 
stress (5, 7).
2. Cardiovascular effects of the adenosine derivatives
Whereas other nucleotides such as the derivatives of inosine, 
guanine and cytosine were found to possess little vasoactivity (44), 
adenosine, AMP, ADP, and ATP have been shown to be potent vasodilators 
in most vascular beds. This vasodilator activity has been demonstrated 
during the infusion of these substances into the arterial blood supply 
of skeletal muscle (38, 39), forearm and hand (32), forelimb (50), and 
heart (4, 5, 30). An unexplained finding was that adenosine, AMP, and 
ADP elicited vasoconstriction in the renal vascular bed (114, 18). In
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general, however, adenosine and the adenine nucleotides have been shown 
to be potent vasodilators.
Since adenosine and the adenine nucleotides are potent vasodilators 
and have been shown to be released by active tissues, their involvement 
in the regulation of local blood flow demands consideration. A local 
increase in the level of adenosine and/or adenine nucleotides brought 
about by increased activity of a tissue could elicit relaxation of 
vascular smooth muscle which would decrease resistance and increase 
blood flow. The consensus has been that the vasoactivity of adenosine 
and the adenine nucleotides was due to a direct effect upon vascular 
smooth muscle (43, 38, 51). However, certain evidence now suggests 
that their vasoactivity may be due to an indirect mechanism as explained 
below.
3. Chelation of the calcium ion by the adenine nucleotides
It has long been speculated that the adenine nucleotides chelate 
the calcium ion, that belief being substantiated by more recent experi­
mental evidence (87, 98). Formation constants, a measure of the 
affinity that the adenine nucleotides have for the calcium ion, have 
been reported for calcium and ATP, ADP, and AMP (91, 126, 127).
Recently a Ca2 - ATP complex was reported that had not been reported 
previously (98). These results from in vitro experiments are supported 
by preliminary results of in vivo experiments (95). It thus appears that 
the adenine nucleotides are able to bind vasoactive bivalent cations 
such as calcium.
The chelation of calcium by the adenine nucleotides, and the fact 
that these materials are vasodilators, suggests that these agents may 
regulate local blood flow by virtue of their chelation of the calcium
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ion— an ion which demonstrably plays such a central role in the 
function of vascular smooth muscle. It is interesting that the vaso­
depressor activity of these compounds parallel the change in formation 
constants of the various adenine nucleotides for calcium ion (35). The 
compounds with greater affinity for calcium showed the greatest vaso­
activity. The chelation of calcium by the adenine nucleotides would 
lower the concentration of extracellular calcium. Since the entry of 
calcium into the interior of the cell is of such importance for the 
contraction of vascular smooth muscle (13, 57, 63), any factor which 
decreases the level of extracellular calcium ion may play a role in 
regulation of local blood flow.
The above mechanisms.would be a self-limiting process. Any 
depression of the calcium ion level brought about by local release of 
adenine nucleotides would be of short duration since plasmatic enzymes 
are present which are capable of degrading the adenine nucleotides.
This degradation would release the calcium ion restoring its level to 
pre-chelation values. This resultant restoration of Ca++ could restore 
vasomotor tone to levels that existed before the change of metabolism 
which would restore blood flows.
4. Enzymatic degradation of adenosine and adenine nucleotides
It has been demonstrated that the vasodilator metabolite or 
metabolites released from active tissues were extremely labile (68). 
This indicates that these metabolites are somehow inactivated, possibly 
by enzymatic action. Since adenosine and the adenine nucleotides and 
products of their degradation are found in venous blood,' the enzymes 
responsible for their degradation must be considered. These enzymes 
are adenosine deaminase which converts adenosine to inosine, nucleotide
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phosphorylase which converts inosine to hypoxanthine, 5'—nucleotidase 
which converts adenosine monophosphate to adenosine, and AMP-deaminase 
which converts adenosine monophosphate to inosine monophosphate (6, 27, 
69). The enzyme 5'-nucleotidase is found primarily in myocardial 
tissue while AMP-deaminase is found primarily in skeletal muscle (106). 
Adenosine deaminase and nucleoside phosphorylase are found in red blood 
cells and in the endothelium of the walls of blood vessels, especially 
in the capillary walls and pericytes (110). Adenosine, released from 
myocardial cells, has the highest relative concentration in the inter­
stitial fluid and has been shown to be degraded to inosine and hypoxan­
thine as it passed through the vessel walls (110). It can also be taken 
up again by means of facilitated diffusion (93) into the myocardial cell 
where it is directly phosphorylated to AMP and retained within the cell 
(113). The red blood cell performs a similar function in that AMP is 
dephosphorylated by an enzyme on the cell surface and the resultant 
adenosine rapidly enters the cell where it is rephosphorylated to AMP 
(96) . The result of the various enzymes which degrade adenosine and the 
adenine nucleotides would be the release of the calcium ion which is 
essential for vascular smooth muscle function. This enzymatic action 
could remove the vasodilator potential of venous blood even before it is 
oxygenated. This speculation, along with others, lead to the study of 
the possibility that the adenine nucleotides are responsible for local 
blood flow regulation by their chelation of the all important calcium 
ion.
D. The Hypothesis
Several observations have led to the hypothesis that was tested in 
this study. It is generally accepted that a resting tissue releases
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some vasoactive substance that renders the venous blood of that tissue 
vasodilator. A decrease in blood flow or an increase in activity of the 
tissue increases the concentration of the vasodilator material and 
endows the venous blood with greater vasodilator potential. When this 
venous blood is infused into an isolated forelimb the response is vaso­
dilation; however, the response is vasoconstriction when infused into 
an isolated kidney. Adenosine, AMP, and ADP are the only known endo­
genous substances that elicit this vascular response. Therefore, it 
appears that these substances may be involved in the control of local 
blood flow.
It has been shown that adenosine is released from resting heart and 
skeletal muscle and is released in greater quantities from active heart 
and skeletal muscle, while ATP is also released from resting skeletal 
muscle and is released in greater amounts from active skeletal muscle.
It is generally accepted that the vascular response of adenosine and the 
adenine nucleotides is due to a direct action of these substances on 
vascular smooth muscle. Recent evidence, however, indicates that a 
second hypothesis may be possible.
The second hypothesis involves the calcium ion which is very impor­
tant in the mechanism of contraction of vascular smooth muscle. Calcium 
is involved in excitation, excitation-contraction coupling, energy 
metabolism, and couples with contractile protein to increase tone. 
Therefore, it is not surprising that the calcium ion is a vasoconstrictor 
in all vascular beds that have been studied. In vitro studies indicate 
that a minimal level of the calcium ion must be present in the bathing 
solution for contraction of vascular smooth muscle. It has also been 
reported that the intracellular level of Ca must reach a critical level
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before contraction can occur. Recent experimental results indicate 
that this increase in intracellular Ca++ can come from calcium influx 
during excitation or that it can be released from some intracellular 
bound state. It is possible that a change in the level of calcium
I
ion around vascular smooth muscle could alter its state of contraction.
In vitro and some preliminary in vivo results demonstrate that the 
adenine nucleotides chelate the calcium ion. Therefore, the possibility 
exists that adenosine and the adenine nucleotides may be vasodilators 
by virtue of their chelation of the vasoconstrictive calcium ion.
Venous blood which is allowed to stand for two minutes or more 
loses its vasodilator potential. Something has inactivated the vaso­
dilator substance, possibly by enzymatic action. Enzymes exist in the 
red blood cell and vascular smooth muscle membranes which degrade the 
adenine nucleotides and release any chelated calcium. This could return 
the levels of extracellular calcium to control values thereby regulating 
the tone of the vascular smooth muscle.
The purpose of this study was to determine whether adenosine and 
the adenine nucleotides could chelate the calcium ion in vivo and also 
to determine whether this action could be responsible for changes in 
local blood flow. During the course of these experiments elevated levels 
of Ca++ were noticed in the venous effluent of contracting gracilis 
muscle. Additional experiments were performed to determine whether this 
increase of Ca++ could be explained by dissociation of calcium from 
plasma proteins or release of calcium by muscle.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. General Experimental Design
In general, three types of experiments were carried out in this 
work. Infusion of various agents into, or an increase of metabolic 
activity of, two isolated organ systems demonstrated the effect on dif­
ferent parameters in vivo. Some control in vitro experiments were 
also done.
The isolated forelimb or, in two series of experiments— *the 
gracilis muscle, was arranged in such a manner that it could be perfused 
at a constant rate of flow while recording arterial and venous pressures 
of the perfused organ. An organ perfused in this manner could be used 
as a bioassay device in which to test the vascular response brought 
forth by infusion of vasoactive agents. Perfused organs such as these 
lend themselves to measurement of physiological parameters, such as the 
level of ionized calcium of the blood, during the infusion of vasoactive 
materials. In all experiments, a total of 49 mongrel dogs of both sexes 
weighing between 12.8 and 29.0 kg were anesthetized with 30 mg/kg sodium 
pentobarbital and maintained thereafter via supplemental administration 
of the anesthetic.
The particular vascular bed used was prepared in the following 
general manner (Figure 1). A femoral artery was chnnulated as a source 
of arterial blood which then was pumped in a pulsatile manner into the 
main arterial supply of the perfused (bioassay) organ. A Sarns model
3500 LF perfusion pump \<tas used in all experiments for this purpose.
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The main artery of the organ was ligated and a cannula from the perfusion 
pump was tied into the distal segment of the artery. A second cannula was 
inserted into the central segment of the ligated artery and connected to 
a pressure transducer for recording the head of pressure which normally 
perfused the organ. Collateral flow of the perfused preparation was 
interrupted by tying off all collateral blood vessels, occluding 
collateral blood flow through muscle and isolating the preparation from 
collateral flow through the skin. Thus, all blood perfusing the pre­
paration came from the perfusion pump. The venous effluent of the 
isolated forelimb preparation was always allowed to flow back to the 
systemic circulation through natural channels. In those experiments 
which used the gracilis muscle preparation the gracilis vein was can- 
nulated, the blood was collected in a reservoir and returned to the 
animal by means of a second Sarns pump. All animals were given an 
initial priming dose of 5 mg/kg of heparin to maintain fluidity of the 
blood. Supplemental doses were given at regular intervals or by a 
constant infusion, both of which delivered heparin at a rate of 3 mg/kg/ 
hour.
The several blood pressures recorded were taken with one or more 
Statham pressure transducers and recorded on a Beckman RM Dynograph.
Both systemic and perfusion (pump) pressures were recorded, in sequence, 
on the same channel of the recorder, by means of a 3-way stopcock 
attached to a single pressure transducer. With this arrangement the 
two pressures could be recorded alternately and compared directly. The 
driving pressure of the perfusion circuit was recorded from the sidearm 
of a T-tube which was interposed in the perfusion circuit between the 
perfusion pump and the distal segment of the ligated artery (Figure 1).
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The rate of blood flow generated by the pump was adjusted so that the 
perfusion pressure was equal to the systemic blood pressure. This 
procedure established a constant pulsatile flow of blood through the 
perfused organ which approximated that present in the intact state.
The rate of blood flow provided by the pump was calibrated at the end 
of each experiment with a graduated cylinder and a stopwatch.
A preparation arranged in the above manner graphically presents 
the vascular responses elicited by infusion of various drugs. To test 
the vasoactivity of certain substances, infusion of such drugs was 
initiated immediately upstream from the perfusion pump while simul­
taneously recording the vasomotor responses elicited by these agents 
and their effect upon the level of ionized calcium. The drugs evaluated 
in this work were as follows: (1) Adenosine 5 '-Triphosphate (ATP); (2)
Adenosine 5 '-Diphosphate (ADP); (3) Adenosine 5 '-Monophosphoric Acid 
(AMP); (4) Adenosine; and (5) Calcium Chloride Dihydrate (CaC^) • The 
above drugs were dissolved in isotonic saline solutions with the excep­
tion of calcium chloride which was dissolved in distilled water until 
the solution was isosmotic. Calcium ion measurements were made prior to., 
during, and after the infusion of each drug. To make these measurements 
blood samples were taken from a 3-way stopcock which was bonded into the 
sidearm of a T-tube which was interposed into the perfusion circuit 
immediately downstream from the perfusion pump. Arterial samples, 
which were not allowed to come into contact with air, were taken from 
this T-tube while venous samples, also protected from air contact, were 
taken from cannulas placed in the gracilis vein. These blood samples 
were taken with 1.0 cc plastic disposable tuberculin syringes since 
glass syringes bind calcium and would cause spurious calcium ion deter­
minations (89).
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Levels of Ca of whole blood were measured by means of an Orion 
model 99-20 flow-through system and an Orion model 801 digital pH/mv 
meter (Orion Research, Cambridge, Mass.). The Orion system is composed 
of a syringe pump and two flow-through electrodes, one of which is 
specific for the calcium ion while the other is a reference electrode.
The syringe pump drove the blood sample from the tuberculin syringe 
through the calcium and reference electrodes which were connected in 
series by small polyethylene tubes. As the sample passed through the 
two electrodes, a potential proportional to the logarithm of the calcium 
ion activity was developed which was displayed in millivolts on the 
model 801 pH/mv meter. Calcium ion concentrations were determined 
subsequently from a standard curve developed by graphing, on semilog 
paper, millivolts verses calcium ion concentrations of standard solutions. 
Standard solutions of CaCl2 with concentrations of 0.5 mM/L, 1.0 mM/L, 
and 2.0 mM/L were respectively labeled A, B, and C. Each standard also 
has present the main interference ions found in blood— NaCl at 150 
mM/L. These standards were used to construct a plot against their 
respective millivolt potentials as measured with the flow-through 
system. A typical plot is shown in Figure 2.
Blood samples of less than 0.5 ml were required for each determina-
tion of Ca . The respective calcium ion values were acquired quickly
since only seconds elapsed from the time the sample was drawn until it
began to flow through both electrodes. After each determination of 
calcium ion activity, all blood samples were flushed quickly from the 
electrodes with trypsinized B standard to eliminate clotting in the 
system and to re-establish the reference point of the system.
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B. Isolated Forelimb Preparation
The isolated forelimb preparation, first described by Haddy (49)f 
was also used in the experiments reported here. Figure 3 provides a 
diagram of the preparation. The forelimb Vas surgically prepared by 
making an incision through the skin which completely encircled the 
upper forelimb. Heparin, 5 mg/kg, was then administered intravenously 
with supplemental doses of 3 mg/kg given every hour. The brachial 
artery was exposed and ligated, and the central segment cannulated to 
record the normal perfusion pressure present in the brachial artery.
The distal segment of the brachial artery was cannulated and perfused by 
means of a Sarns pump as described previously. Brachial arterial 
pressure, recorded from a T-tube placed in the perfusion system, and 
systemic pressure were individually measured by changing a 3-way stop­
cock on a Statham P23Dd strain gauge transducer. The brachial arterial
pressure and levels of Ca were monitored throughout the experiments.
-|— {-
Arterial samples for determination of Ca were taken downstream from 
the pump (Figure 3).
The anterior and posterior muscle groups of the forelimb were 
separated and a heavy cord ligature was passed and then firmly tied 
around each muscle group. Care was taken not to include any essential 
blood vessels or nerves within these ligatures, i.e., the cephalic vein 
was carefully freed and the cord used to ligate the muscle was passed 
between it and the muscle so that the vein remained intact. All nerves 
to the forelimb were.left intact. A small needle, which was connected 
to a.pressure transducer via polyethylene tubing, was inserted into the 
brachial vein in order to record large vein pressure. This procedure 
permitted venous blood to return via natural channels while concomitantly
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recording large vein pressure by means of a Statham P23V strain gauge 
transducer. A small artery in the foot pad and a small vein on the 
dorsal aspect of the paw (both about 1 mm in diameter) were exposed and
cannulated with polyethylene tubing (PE 10 or 20). In order to thread
j
the venous cannula as far distally as possible, it was necessary to 
manipulate the tip past valves present in the veins. The cannula 
placed in the small artery was passed distally until it wedged and was 
then pulled back approximately three millimeters. Pressure measurements 
from the small artery and vein were made with two different Statham 
P23De strain gauge transducers. With the four different blood pressures 
recorded from the four sites described above i.e., the brachial artery, 
a small artery in the foot pad, a small vein in the foot pad, and the 
brachial vein it was possible to calculate pressure gradients for the 
various segments of the vasculature of the forelimb, for example; 
brachial artery to brachial vein, brachial artery to small artery, 
small artery to small vein, and small vein to brachial vein. Resistance 
values for the different vascular segments were derived by dividing the 
respective pressure gradients by the blood flow generated by the pump* 
The four calculated resistances were as follows: (1) brachial artery
to brachial vein or total resistance (Rt); (2) brachial artery to small 
artery, arterial resistance (Ra); (3) small artery to small vein, small 
vessel resistance (Rsv) ; (4) small vein to large vein, venular resis­
tance (Rv).
Experiments were done to determine the effect of experimental in- 
fusates upon the calcium ion activity of the blood and upon pressures in 
the several vascular segments of the isolated forelimb. The infusates 
were: (1) ATP, 10 mg/ml; (2) ATP, 10 mg/ml, which had its level of
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ionized calcium raised to control blood levels by addition of isosmotic 
CaCl2 (ATP + Ca**); (3) Isosmotic CaCl2; and (4) Isotonic NaCl. The in­
fusion rate used in' this study was 1 ml/min. Preliminary experiments 
were also performed using the following infusates: (1) ADP, 10 mg/ml;
(2) AMP, 10 mg/ml; (3) ATP, 10 mg/ml, buffered to a pH of 7.4; (4) ADP, 
10 mg/ml, pH 7.4; (5) AMP, 10 mg/ml, pH 7.4. The usual duration of each 
infusion was two minutes, hox^ever, 30 seconds, 1, and 5 minute infusions 
were also performed in some series.
C. Isolated Gracilis Muscle Preparation
1. Infusion studies
The isolated preparation of the gracilis muscle of the dog was 
first described by Renkin and Rosell (103) and modified by Nagle et al. 
(90) as depicted in Figure 4. The gracilis muscle of the right hindlimb 
was dissected free but not removed from the animal, i.e. all blood 
vessels with the exception of the gracilis artery and vein were ligated 
and fascial attachments were gently removed from the muscle.
In 15 animals the vein from the gracilis muscle was cannulated
and the blood diverted into a reservoir. This blood was returned to
the animal, by means of a second perfusion pump, via the external
jugular vein. Venous samples for determinations of Ca were taken from 
the cannula draining into the reservoir. In the remaining 13 animals 
the blood was allowed to return naturally to the systemic circulation 
via the gracilis vein.
The proximal and distal tendons of the gracilis muscle \<rere 
ligated with heavy cord ligatures to eliminate the remaining collateral 
blood flow. The branch of the obturator nerve supplying the gracilis 
muscle was cut to remove the innervation to the muscle.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the isolated gracilis 
muscle preparation set up for constant flow 
perfusion.
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Heparin reportedly chelates calcium (89) and consequently would
-H-cause fluctuations of Ca levels upon supplemental administration.
Therefore, a constant infusion of heparin, 3 mg/kg/hr, was begun one
hour after the priming injection and maintained throughout the experiment.
This infusion was administered by means of a Harvard model 901 infusion
pump into the cannula placed previously in the external jugular vein.
This procedure stabilized the control levels of Ca and was initiated
++
prior to taking blood samples for determination of Ca
Experiments were performed to determine the effect of various in-
fusates upon the level of Ca of the blood and their effect upon the
arterial pressure perfusing the gracilis muscle. The infusates were
as follows: (1) ATP, 1 mg/ml, pH adjusted to 7.4; (2) ADP, 1 mg/ml, pH
adjusted to 7.4; (3) Adenosine, 1 mg/ml, pH adjusted to 7.4; (4) The
++
ATP solution listed above which had its level of Ca raised to control
levels by titration with isosmotic C a C ^  (ATP + Ca**); (5) ADP prepared
[ |_
in a similar manner (ADP + Ca ); (6) Adenosine also similarly prepared 
++(Adenosine + Ca ); (7) Isosmotic CaCl^; (8) Isotonic NaCl. Each in­
fusion was made at 0.1, 0.18, and 0.3 ml/min using a Sage model 249-2 
infusion pump while the levels of Ca and the gracilis arterial pressures 
were monitored.
2. Stimulation of the gracilis nerve
The 10 animals used for stimulation of the gracilis nerve were
prepared as described above with the exception that a stimulating probe
was attached to the gracilis nerve. The nerve was stimulated for three
minutes with a Grass model SD9AB stimulator set to deliver a stimulus
strength of 6 volts, a frequency of 6/sec and a duration of 0.6 msec.
++Samples from the venous effluent were taken for determination of Ca
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before stimulation and during stimulation at 1 minute, 2 minutes, and 
at the end of the 3 minute stimulation period. Determinations of Ca ,
during the recovery period, were obtained at 15 and 30 seconds post­
contraction and at additional times of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 minutes. 
Determinations of the calcium ion of the arterial blood were also 
obtained during the stimulation periods for control values. Arterial 
and venous blood samples were taken at these same times for pH deter­
minations. These samples were placed on ice and subsequently measured 
by means of an IL model 113-SI Ultramicro pH/Blood Gas System.
After each experiment the gracilis muscle was removed and weighed.
Since the blood flow generated by the perfusion pump was calibrated with 
blood at the end of each experiment by using a graduate cylinder and a 
stop watch, a flow based on ml/min/100 g of. tissue could be calculated.
D. In Vitro Experiments with Whole Blood
In order to determine the effect of a unit change in pH upon the 
activity of whole blood calcium ion activity, in vitro studies were 
performed with freshly drawn blood. Blood was taken from four dogs of 
both sexes and immediately mixed with heparin (2.5 units/ml). This con­
centration corresponds to the level of heparin maintained in the blood 
during the in vivo experiments. Twenty-five milliliters of blood from 
each animal was placed in a 500 ml Nalgene Erlenmeyer flask which was 
placed in a constant temperature water bath held at 38°C. The flask 
was fitted with a 3-way stopcock through which blood samples could be 
taken. A rubber stopper, which was equipped with a size 15 hypodermic 
needle Ttfith an attached 3-way stopcock, was used to close the system.
Carbon dioxide (100%) was used to lower the pH of the blood to near 
6.8. The pH was dropped by passing carbon dioxide through the flask via
the needle penetrating the stopper, allowing the gas to escape via the
3-way stopcock bonded into the bottom of the flask. The flask was held
in such a position that no blood was lost through the bottom stopcock.
Both 3-way stopcocks were then closed so that the blood was in a closed
system. The blood was continuously swirled over the surface of the
flask, exposing the blood to the CC^, for a period of 10 minutes to
assure complete mixing and equilibration with the carbon dioxide. After
10 minutes, blood samples were taken via the bottom 3-way stopcock and 
-H*the pH and Ca levels were determined by the previously described 
methods.
The pH of the blood was then increased by small increments by
passing 50-100 cc of room air through the flask displacing enough carbon
dioxide to increase the pH of the blood. This procedure was repeated
in a step-wise manner until the pH rose to 7.6. After each, change of
the gas phase above the blood, duplicate blood samples were obtained
for pH and Ca determinations. The level of Ca of whole blood, which
was obtained at the different pH values, provided points for a scatter 
| |
diagram of Ca versus pH.
III. RESULTS
A. Isolated Forelimb Preparation
1. Infusion of ATP
The responses of blood pressure and calcium ion activity brought
about by infusion of ATP into the brachial artery are presented in
Table 1. An infusion of ATP for five minutes produces a significant
"H“
decrease in both the level of Ca of the blood (0*08 mM/L) and of
brachial arterial pressure (76 mm Hg) while the effect on small artery
small vein, and large vein pressures is not significant. The decrease
in pressure of the small artery is substantial (42 mm Hg) but is not
significant statistically. The total resistance to blood flow, Rt>
decreased from 2.54 RU (Resistance Units, mmHg/ml/min) to 1.46 RU, a
change of 1.08 RU, while R fell 0.47 RU, R fell 0.76, and R increased ° a sv v
0.02 RU.
The intra-brachial infusion of ATP for two minutes results in a 
significant decrease of 0.12 mM/L of Ca in the blood perfusing the 
isolated forelimb. The brachial artery pressure is reduced 89 mm Hg 
and small artery pressure is reduced 63 mm Hg, both of which are signifi­
cant reductions, Xtfhile the small and large vein pressures are not 
changed significantly. The total resistance to blood flow, Rt> decreased
1.23 RU while R decreased 0.27 RU,. R decreased 0.76 RU, and R 
a sv v
decreased 0.01 RU.
The effect of the infusion of ATP into the brachial artery for one 
minute and for 30 seconds are shown in Table 2. The level of Ca
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Table 1. Concentration of ionized calcium of arterial blood and blood pressures of
brachial artery, small artery, small vein, and large vein taken before
’_______ and during intrabrachial infusions5 of ATPb ._____________________________
mM/L Pressure in mm Hg
Ionized Calcium Brachial Artery Small Artery Small Vein Large Vein
Conc Exp^ Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp
5 minute infusion
0.16 0.15 220 120 24 24 4 4
0.43 0.21 168 100 56 48 28 28 10 10
0.35 0.29 131 93 31 15 15 20
0.57 0.48 244 136 128 24 17 21
0. 62 0.55 126 72 47 13 12 11 7 7
0.60 0.55 200 117 101 16 15 14 11 12
M®0.46 0.38 182 106 65 23 17 19 8 8
S O. 07 0.07 20 10 17 2 3 3 2 2
P <, 0.005 P < 0. 005 P > 0.05 P > 0.05 P > (). 05
2 minute infusion
0.91 0.72 240 120 192 56
0.19 0.14 204 128 24 26 4 3
0.42 0.29 160 96 16 48 25 25
0.35 0.20 131 92 31 19 15 15 8 8
0. 61 0.39 244 132 158 22 17 20
0.45 0.38 168 72 92 16 14 16 9 11
0.64 0.61 200 80 128 15 17 16 9 14
M 0.51 0.39 192 103 92 29 17 18 8 9
S 0.09 0.08 16 9 27 6 2 2 1 2
P < 0.005 P < 0. 001 P < 0.05 P > 0.05 P > 0.05
a durations of 5 or 2 minutes 
k 1 ml/min of a solution gf 10 mg/ml ATP 
c Control
3 Experimental 
e Mean
f Standard error of the mean
Table 2. Concentration of ionized calcium of arterial blood and blood pressures of
brachial artery, small artery, small vein, and large vein taken before
_________ and during intrabrachial infusiona of ATP13._____________________________
mM/L Pressure in mm Hg
Ionized Calcium Brachial Artery Small Artery Small Vein Large Vein
Con0 Expd Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp
1 minute infusion
0.19 0.16 198 128 24 40 3 5
0.29 0.18 150 100 54 20 18 . 15
0.60 0.39 244 132 100 22 17 20 9 11
0.49 0.51 160 72 79 15 13 15 12 13
0.60 0.51 184 120 62 9 17 15 11 12
0.59 0.51 208 122 97 15 15 13 8 8
Mean 0.46 0.38 191 112 69 20 16 15 9 10
SEM 0.07 0.07 14 9 12 3 1 1 2 2
P < 0.05 P < 0 .001 P < 0.025 P > 0.05 P > 0.05
30 second infusion
0.19 0.21 190 128 4 3
0.52 0.28 152 120 30 27
0.46 0.39 176 104 30 26
0.35 0.35 154 100
0.60 0.50 208 120 132 27 21 19
0.39 0.30 152 76 84 15 12 14 8 9
160 142 23 17 18 16 10 10
Mean 0.42 0.34 170 113 80 20 22 20 7 7
SEM 0.06 0.04 8 8 27 3 4 3 2 2
P > 0.05 P < 0 .001 P > 0.05 P > 0.05 P > 0.05
a durations of 1 or h minutes c Control
k 1 ml/min of a solution of 10 mg/ml ATP ^ Experimental
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decreased by 0.08 miM/L while brachial artery pressure fell 69 mm Hg and
small artery pressure dropped 49 mm Hg during the infusion of ATP for
one minute. All these values are significant decreases from control
values while small and large vein pressures are not significantly
changed. These changes in pressures are reflected in the resistance
changes which show that R , R , R , and R are reduced by 1.04, 0.34,
° t a sv v
0.81, and 0.01 RU, respectively.
The infusion of ATP for 30 seconds results in similar effects.
- [[
The Ca level is decreased by 0.08 mM/L while the brachial artery
pressure decreases 57 mm Hg, both of which are significant. Small
artery pressure decreases substantially while small and large vein
pressures are not statistically changed. Total resistance, R^, shows
a decrease of 1.02 RU while R increases 0.06 RU and R and R show
a sv v
decreases of 1.20 and 0.01 RU, respectively.
There does not appear to be any relationship between the duration
of infusion of ATP into the brachial artery and the magnitude of the
- |—|*
effect on the level of Ca or upon resistance to blood flow as in­
dicated by the pressures measured at different sites in the forelimb
|j
vascular bed. The decrease in Ca is 0.08 mM/L for the 5, 1,. and 
one-half minute infusion of ATP while the decrease for the two minute 
infusion is 0.12 mM/L.
2. ATP + Ca** infusion
[ [
The results of ATP + Ca infusion for two minutes into the 
brachial artery of the isolated forelimb are shown in Table 3. No 
change of calcium ion activity of the perfusate results while 
significant changes are seen in brachial artery and small artery 
pressures. A decrease of 112 ram Hg in brachial artery pressure and a
Table 3. Concentration of ionized calcium of arterial blood and blood pressures of
brachial artery, small artery, small vein, and large vein taken before
and during a two minute intrabrachial infusion of ATPa + Ca++.
mM/L Pressure in mm Hg
Ionized Calcium Brachial Artery Small Artery Small Vein Large Vein
<
Conb
cExp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp
0.48 0.38 192 80 128 14 17 23 15 18
0. 63 0.57 232 92 123 13 19 17 11 13
0.17 0.22 216 70 136 15 11 13 9 11
0.63 0.66 184 104 110 15 17 17 10 11
0.17 0.26 200 72 123 18 11 13 9 10 .
0.56 0.61 188 120 84 15 15 15 • 12 12
0.51 0.52 184 72 114 18 11 8 9 10
Mean 0.45 0.46 199 87 117 15 14 15 11 12
SEM 0.08 0.07 7 7 7 1 1 2 1 1
P > 0.05 P < 0.001 P < 0.001 P > 0.05 P > 0.05
a 1 ml/min of 10 mg/ml ATP .+ Ca++ 
k Control 
c Experimental
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fall of 102 mm Hg in small artery pressure took place while no change
was observed in small or large vein pressures. The decrease in Rfc of
| _ |,
1.31 RU which occurs during ATP + Ca infusion agrees with a 1.23 RU 
decrease during the infusion! of ATP by itself. Decreases of resistances 
for ATP + Ca++ and ATP infusion, respectively, are R 0.27 RU. and 0.11
cl
RU, R 1.33 RU and 1.11 RU, and R 0.01 RU and 0.01 RU. Figure 5 
* sv v
compares the calcium ion activity and vascular responses provoked by the
[—j_
infusion of ATP or ATP + Ca into the brachial artery. No significant
decreases in the ionic activity of calcium were produced during the
| |
infusion of ATP + Ca . Slightly larger decreases in perfusion and 
small artery pressures were produced by the infusion of ATP + Ca than 
by the infusion of ATP. A partial explanation for this finding may be
-| j
that the control pressures of the ATP + Ca data were higher than the 
control pressures of the ATP data. It has been noticed that the magni­
tude of the fall in pressure may be dependent upon the initial pressure. 
Neither small nor large vein pressures were significantly altered during 
the infusion of either solution. These results indicate that the 
infusion of either ATP or ATP + Ca produce similar changes in the 
resistance to blood flow in ther-isolated forelimb while only ATP in­
fusion results in a decrease of calcium ion activity.
3. Infusion of isosmotic CaC^
The results of the infusion of isosmotic CaC^ into the isolated
forelimb are presented in Table 4. A substantial increase, an average
++change- of 1.56 mM/L, in the level of Ca results from the infusion of 
isosmotic CaCl^. The increase in brachial artery pressure of 6 mm Hg is 
significant while the small artery pressure increases 7 mm Hg but is not 
statistically significant. The decrease in small vein pressure is small
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Table 4. Concentration of ionized calcium of arterial blood and blood 
pressures of brachial artery, small artery, and small vein 
taken before and during a two minute intrabrachial infusion 
of isosmotic CaC^*
mM/L Pressure in mm Hg
Ionized Calcium Brachial Artery Small Artery Small Vein
Conb Expc Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp
0.20 1.90 148 148 46 40 28 28
0.39 1.90 160 168 26 53 13 11
0.39 1.01 158 160 68 70 20 19
0.57 5.00 164 170 70 75 20 • 18
0.59 2.70 168 176 79 88 20 19
0.59 1.50 152 164
0.31 0.79 152 152
0.59 1,60 136 150
0.35 1.40
0.44 2.00 155 161 58 65 20 19
0.05 0.40 4 4 10 8 2 2
P < 0.01 P < 0. 025 P > 0.05 P > 0.05
a 1 ml/min Vi c iControl Experimental
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but significant. The average of the large vein pressure is 12 mm Hg
and does not change. The infusion of isosmotic C a C ^  results in
resistance increases of R.. 0.29 RU, R 0.19 RU, R 0.27 RU, and at a sv
-H-
decrease in Rv of 0.02 RU. Figure 6 compares the changes in Ca and 
the monitored blood pressures during the infusion of isosmotic CaC^ 
into the isolated forelimb. There is a four fold increase in Ca of 
the blood during infusion of CaC^ while brachial artery and small 
artery pressures increase slightly and small vein pressure decreases 
slightly.
4. Infusion of physiological saline
No statistical change in any of the measured parameters is observed
during the infusion of physiological saline. These results add credence
to the results obtained from the infusion of the substances used in this
study since no dilutiohal effect on the level of Ca can be observed
during the infusion of physiological saline. Therefore, the depression 
|
of Ca resulting from the infusates must be due to their chelation of 
the calcium ion.
5. Infusion of ADP and AMP
Preliminary experiments in which ADP, 10 mg/ml, and AMP, 10 mg/ml,
were infused into the isolated forelimb produced results similar to
||
ATP infusion. A decrease in Ca , brachial artery, and small artery 
pressures was observed with little change in small and large vein 
pressures. Sufficient observations were not obtained to determine 
whether ADP and AMP produced identical effects on calcium ion activity 
and perfusion pressure as ATP. The infusion of solutions of ATP,
10 mg/ml, buffered from pH 3.5 to 7.4; ADP, 10 mg/ml, buffered from
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pH 4.0 to 7.4; and AMP, 10 mg/ml, pH 5.2 to 7.4 indicated that the low 
pH of the adenine nucleotide solutions did not significantly contribute 
to the vasodilator potential of these solutions, at least at the 
infusion rates used in this study.
B. Gracilis Muscle Preparation
The average rate of perfusion of the 30 gracilis muscle preparations 
used in this study was 14.0 ml/min/100 g of muscle. Tables 5-8 present 
the results of the intra-arterial (gracilis) infusion of the different 
agents employed in this study.
1. Infusion study
a. Adenosine and adenine nucleotide infusion
. | -1.
Levels of Ca in the blood perfusing the gracilis muscle before
and during the infusion of adenosine, ADP, and ATP are shown in Table 5.
- H -The concentration of Ca was significantly lower than control levels 
during the infusion of all three experimental agents at each rate of 
infusion. The decrease in calcium ion activity is not related in a 
linear manner to the increase in the rate of infusion of the different
i
infusates which may possibly be explained by the variability of the
data. An increase in the rate of infusion of adenosine from 0.1-0.3 ml/min
j- |
results in a greater decrease in Ca , from 0.07-0.18 mM/L, while an in­
crease in the amount of ADP delivered results in decreases of 0.07-0.17 
mM/L and those of ATP from 0.05-0.20 mM/L.
The vascular responses of the gracilis muscle to the infusion of 
adenosine, ADP, and ATP' are shown in Table 6 . Highly significant 
decreases in the gracilis artery pressure were observed during the in­
fusion of these solutions. Increased rates of infusion of 0.1, 0.18,
Table 5. Concentration of ionized calcium of blood perfusing the gracilis muscle before
and during the infusion of adenosine9, ADPa., and ATPa. .
ADENOSINE ADP ATP
ml/min ml/min ml/min
0.1 0.18 0. 3 0.1 0,18 0.3 0.1 0.18 0. 3
Conb Expc Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp
mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L
1.27 1.15 1.27 1.17 1.32 1.05 0.95 0.93 0.98 0.91 0.86 0.77 0.36 0.26 0.43 0.29 0.43 0.18
0.95 0.93 0.87 0. 82 1.37 1.27 0.97 0.93 0.89 0.82 0.95 0.68 1.27 1.15 1.27 1.18 1.25 0.90
1.10 1.03 0.93 0.84 0.57 0.56 0.89 0.85 1.05 0.96 0.81 0.74 0.88 0.86 0.88 0.75 0.35 0.28
0.95 0.86 1.08 0.98 1.12 0.96 1.05 0.92 0.50 0.39 1.03 0.90 0.93 0.92 0.84 0.72 0.85 0.64
0.77 0.76 1.21 1.20 1.34 0.97 0.64 0.58 0.68 0.63 0.80 0.71 0.93 0.87 0.73 0.82 1.45 1.15
0.71 0.72 0.75 0.77 0.56 0.53 0.79 0.69 0.88 0.78 0.79 0.60 0.84 0.84 0.93 0.87 1.20 0.68
0.91 0.81 0.60 0.64 0.86 0,66 0,85 0.79 1.08 0.88 0.86 0.46 0.77 0.71 0. 79 0.68 1.45 1.28
1.10 1.05 0.91 0.91 0.95 0.68 0,87 0.79 0.86 0.77 0.87 0.69 0.87 0.90 0.87 0.85 0.40 0.29
1.20 1.03 1.13 1.03 1.11 0.94 0.81 0.62 1.00 0.85 0.88 0.76 1.10 1.06 1.13 1.06 0,78 0.49
0.97 0.91 1.20 1.02 0.59 0.42 1,00 0.97 0.81 0.75 0.93 0.79 0.86 0.76 0.88 0.80 0.87
0.77
0.95
0.84
0.77
0.89
b. 99 0.92 0.99 0.94 0.98 0.80 0.88 0.81 0.87 0.77 0.88 0.71 0.88 0.83 0.87 0.80 0.90 0.70
0.06 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.11 0.09 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.06 0.03 0.04 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.10
P < 0.005 P < 0.025 P < 0.001 P < 0.005 P < 0.001 P < 0.025 P < 0.025 P < 0.025 P < 0.005
a 1 mg/ml b Control c Experimental ^ Mean 0 Standard error of the mean
Table 6. Gracilis arterial pressures taken before and during intra-arterial (gracilis)
infusion of adenosine.a,. ADPa, and ATPa.
ADENOSINE ADP ATP
ml/min ml/min ml/min
0. 1 0.18 0.3 0.1 0.18 0.3 0.1 0.18 0.3
Conb Expc Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp
mmlig mmHg mmHg . . mmHg mmHg mmHg mmHg mmHg mmHg
168 136 167 121 185 128 164 113 147 64 176 109 152 136 208 152 200 152
138 113 154 94 176 113 122 86 150 96 161 61 182 66 160 57 176 136
168 140 163 137 181 105 143 64 150 64 179 100 149 116 162 112 178 92
178 140 160 133 146 63 150 71 140 69 150 86 194 131 176 130 177 106
214 179 174 128 140 100 189 154 193 158 160 56 207 164 162 112 154 55
107 94 114 86 172 105 164 94 157 87 145 57 110 86 171 150 141 100
193 144 200 143 156 112 193 122 179 129 207 136 179 104 122 84 168 112
171 123 171 114 171 66 179 143 171 120 164 79 204 168 175 100 158 59
179 157 200 126 207
111
207
193
160
136
64
125
114
64
143 129 143 79 186
186
154
107
122
71
193
157
107
90
150
164
86
90
179
164
193
143
179
122
200
179
157
36
140
136
79
64
54
100
64
57
Md 168 136 167 120 170 100 161 108 159 96 170 90 173 117 165 107 169 91
SEe 10 8 9 6 8 7 8 11 6 11 6 8 10 11 7 10 5 9
P < 0. 001 P < 0.001 P < 0.001 P < 0.001 P < 0.001 P < 0.001 P < 0.001 P < 0.005 P < 0.001
a 1 mg/ml b Control c Experimental d Mean e Standard error of the mean
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and 0.3 ml/min, respectively, of adenosine produce decreases of gracilis 
artery pressures of 32, 47, and 70 mm Hg, while ADP produces decreases 
of 53, 63, and 70 mm Hg and ATP produces decreases of 56, 58, and 78 
mm Hg.
-|_ | - [.[, | *
b. Infusion of adenosine + Ca , ADP + Ca , and ATP + Ca
-J_ |,
Table 7 shows that no statistical change in Ca is observed during
-| | |_ | | |
the infusion of adenosine + Ca , ADP + Ca , and ATP + Ca
| ]- | |,
Table 8 shows that the infusion of adenosine + Ca , ADP + Ca ,
and ATP + Ca produces significant decreases in gracilis artery
pressures. These substances, which theoretically had all calcium ion
binding sites filled, retain their vasodilator capacity undiminished.
++
Increased infusion rates of ADP + Ca produces greater decreases in 
perfusion pressure. A decrease of 47, 50, and 70 mm Hg is observed
,I^ JT
during the 0.1, 0.18, and 0.3 ml/min rates of infusion of ADP + Ca ,
respectively. These values compare with 53, 63, and 70 mm Hg during
the infusion of ADP. Also, a linear increase in the difference between
the control and experimental gracilis artery pressure can be seen with
| |
the infusion rate of 0.3 ml/min of adenosine + Ca producing a fall of
I, |_|
65 mm Hg. while. ADP + Ca and. ATP..+ Ca produce falls.. of 70 and 76 mm.
Hg, respectively. Therefore, the infusion of the titrated solutions,
| | -J_| |
adenosine + Ca , ADP + Ca , and ATP + Ca , produces significant 
decreases in gracilis artery pressure which are similar to the infusion 
of non-titrated solutions.
c. Infusion of isosmotic CaC^
-j, ),
Table 7 shows the levels of Ca before and during the infusion of 
isosmotic calcium chloride. The infusion of CaC^ results in significant 
increases in the level of Ca in the blood of 2.21, 4.26, and at least
Table 7. Concentration of ionized calcium of the blood perfusing the gracilis muscle 
before and during the infusion of isosmo'tic CaCl2, physiological saline, 
adenosine + Ca++, ADP + Ca++, and ATP + Ca++.
ISOSMOTIC CaCl2 PHYSIOLOGICAL SALINE ADENOSINE
Ca++
ADP
Ca++
ATP
+
Ca++
ml/min ml/min ml/min ml/min ml/min
0.1 0.18 0.3 . 0.1 0.18 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
Cona Exp*3 Con Exp Con Exp Con . Exp. .Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp
mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L . mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L
1.08 3.70 
1.28 3.42 
0.91 1.80 
0.84 1.45 
0.93 2.90 
1.03 1.53 
0.68 1.92 
0.79 5.40 
0.56 5.75 
0.89 3.10
0.98 10.5 
1.28 5.10 
0.87 2.70 
0.84 1.65 
0.93 3.85 
1.03 1.80 
0.68 2.25 
0.79 9.70 
0.88 9.00 
0.92 5.20
0.98 >10 
1.32 >10 
0.87 >10 
0.84 4.4 
0.93 >10 
1.03 3.7 
0.51 >10 
0.79 >10 
0.88 >10 
0.90 8.8
1.08 0.95 
0.85 0.90 
0.93 0.91 
0.93 0.86 
0.69 0.68 
0.90 0.81 
0.85 0.80 
0.61 0.56 
0.81 0.72
0.90 1.00 
1.00 1.10 
0.96 0.91 
0.93 0.93 
0.81 0.82 
0.82 0.79 
0.66 0.61 
0.78 0.68 
0.61 0.70 
0.70 0.65
1.08 0.93 
0.80 1.02 
0.94 0.90 
0.83 0.80 
1.00 1.00 
0.76 0.71 
0.52 0.51 
1.03 0.97 
0.97 1.01 
1,16 1.10
0.66 0.66 
0.80 0.77 
1.18 0.97 
1.39 1.42 
0.74 0.72 
0.85 0.86 
0.74 0.75 
0.94 0.97 
1.10 1.12 
1.24 1.20
1.03 1.00 
1.10 1.10 
0.80 0.80 
0.89 0.80 
0.95 0.74 
0.88 0.85 
0.78 0.78 
0.91 0.97 
1.13 1.17 
1.24 1.24
0.46 0.58 
0.81 0.77 
1.17 1.16 
1.43 1.54 
0.83 0.81 
0.90 0.91 
0.77 0.76 
0.77 0.85 
1.13 1.12 
1.23 1.27
0.90 3.11 
0.07 0.51 
P < 0.001
0.92 5.18 
0.05 1.13 
P < 0.001
0. 90 >8, 8 
0.07 0,85 
P < 0,001
0.85 0.80 
0.05 0.04 
P < 0.05
Q.82 0.82 
0.04 0.05 
P > 0.05
0.91 0.90 
0.06 0.06 
P > 0.05
0.96 0.95 
0.08 0.08 
P > 0.05
0.97 0.95 
0.05 0.06 
P > 0.05
0.90 0.91 
0.11 0.12 
P > 0.05
a Control c Mean
D Experimental Standard error of the mean
Table 8. Gracilis arterial pressures taken before and during the intra-arterial 
(gracilis) infusion of isosmotic CaCl2/ physiological saline, and 
adenosine + Ca++, ADP + Ca++, and ATP + Ca++ .
ISOSMOTIC CaCl2 PHYSIOL*
SALINE
ADENOSINE
+
Ca++
ADP
Ca++
ATP
+
Ca++ '
ml/min ml/min ml/min ml/min ml/min
0 .1 0. 18 0 .3 0 .3 0. 3 0 .1 0. 18 0 .3 0. 3
Cona Exp*3 Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp Con Exp
mmHg mmHg mmHg mmHg mmHg mmHg mmHg mmHg mmHg
197 214 190 200 204 214 157 168 182 130 143 122 143 107 146 110 168 127
189 193 183 194 145 150 157 186 170 105 186 107 179 107 179 107 157 72
204 212 141 151 107 110 170 171 185 116 143 86 140 90 154 71 168 92
135 148 180 186 150 143 143 143 154 99 129 71 129 67 136 57 193 115
179 183 140 136 136 129 143 130 190 103 186 164 200 160 200 150 140 102
132 143 129 133 204 214 157 150 162 124 164 100 172 115
143 147 171 150 150 157 143 107 176 111 193 114 170 80
170 143 157 157 157 157 136 122 186 129 186 122 179 64
171 164 161 162 162 155 136 136 193 122 171 71 164 64
157 157 162 162 164 68
169 173 154 171
133 119
207 200
186 157
146 122
Mc 168 173 161 163 157 159 155 150 176 111 157 110 158 106 170 100 168 92
SEd 7 8 6 8 10 12 5 7 4 6 12 16 13 16 7 10 6 9
A O .025 P > 0.05 P > 0.05 P > 0.05 P< 0.001 A O .025 >x) A O .005 ►u A O .001 •
oV 001
a Control k Experimental C Mean ^ Standard error of the mean * Physiological
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7.90 mM/L for the rates of infusion of 0.1, 0.18, and 0.3 ml/min, 
respectively. The values of Ca obtained during the infusion of C a C ^  
at 0.3 ml/min are expressed in values greater than 10 mM/L because 
potentials were obtained which were greater than the upper limit of the 
standard millivolt-concentration plots. Therefore, these values 
exceeded the capability of the system, as set up, to accurately measure
| j
them. These increases of Ca are greater than 10 times the control 
levels.
Only the lowest rate of infusion of CaCl^ results in a significant 
increase in gracilis artery pressure, as shown in Table 8 . Increased 
rates of infusion of CaCl^ result in slight increases in gracilis per­
fusion pressure, but they are not significantly different from control. 
This will be discussed later.
■H-
Figure 7 shows the substantial increases in Ca which occurred
during infusion of CaC^ and compares them with the small changes in
++
gracilis artery pressure. A linear increase in Ca is observed due to 
increasing rates of infusion of CaC^. The infusion of C a C ^  produces 
significant increases in calcium ion activity.
d. Infusion of physiological saline
- |-  |-
As indicated in Table 7, significant changes in the levels of Ca
were not observed during the infusion of physiological saline except at
the lowest rate of infusion (0.1 ml/min). A ready explanation cannot
be given for this particular observation since the two fastest rates of
infusion, which would be expected to produce the greatest change of vis-
++cosity, did not result in a significant decrease in Ca
The infusion of physiological saline into the gracilis artery at 
the fastest rate of infusion results in only a slight decrease of
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gracilis artery pressure taken before and 
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gracilis artery pressure which was not significantly different from 
control (Table 8). Comparison of Ca+i- and perfusion pressure responses 
to physiological saline infusion is presented in Figure 8 . As can be 
seen, a decrease of gracilis artery pressure of 5 mm Hg occurs during the 
control infusion of physiological saline. It has been reported that 
the infusion of NaCl results in no vascular changes (94). Therefore, 
the decrease in gracilis perfusion pressure must be due to a diluent 
effect. If this 5 mm Hg pressure is added to the experimental perfusion 
pressure values of the 0.3 ml/min infusion of CaCl2 , the diluent effect 
due to control infusion would be removed and the experimental values 
of the CaCl2 infusion become statistically higher than the controls 
(P< 0.05). The same would probably occur for the 0.18 infusion values 
if control infusion values at 0.18 ml/min had been obtained. The 
significant increase in gracilis artery pressure which occurs at the 
0.1 ml/min infusion of CaCl2 evidently is not overridden by the diluent 
effect that results in a reduced increase in gracilis perfusion pressure 
at the faster infusion rates of CaC^.
e. Comparison of infusion of titrated and non-titrated 
solutions
The vascular and calcium ion responses are compared in Figure 9,
10, and 11 during the infusion of adenosine, ADP, ATP and these same 
solutions titrated with isosmotic CaC^.
Figure 9 compares the levels of Ca++ and the gracilis artery 
pressure during infusion of ATP and ATP + Ca++ into the gracilis artery. 
Increasing the infusion rates of ATP produces linearly decreasing 
gracilis artery pressures. The infusion of ATP + Ca++ at 0.3 ml/min 
produces identical decreases in gracilis perfusion pressure as the
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Figure 8. Levels of arterial ionized calcium and 
gracilis artery pressure before and 
during intra-arterial (gracilis) infusion 
of physiological saline.
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|- |
infusion of ATP while the levels of Ca remain unchanged during the inf­
usion of ATP + Ca** but fall 0.2 mM/L during the infusion of ATP. The 
decrease in resistance to blood flow through the gracilis muscle vascular 
bed is 6.5 resistance units (RU, mmHg/ml/min/lOOg muscle) during the 
infusion of ATP and 6.3 RU during the infusion of ATP + Ca**.
j |
Figure: 10 compares the changes of Ca and gracilis artery pressure
j [
during the infusion of ADP and ADP + Ca . Increasing rates of infusion 
of ADP also result in linear decreases of gracilis artery pressure. The 
infusion of ADP + Ca results in similar decreases of gracilis per­
fusion pressure as the infusion of ADP. A decrease in resistance of 6.4
RU during ADP infusion and 5.8 RU for ADP + CaC^ infusion is observed.
-|—1_
The levels of Ca did not significantly change during the infusion of 
ADP + Ca**.
r  |-
A comparison of the results of adenosine and adenosine + Ca 
- H -infusion on Ca and gracilis artery pressure is found in Figure 11.
Linear decreases in gracilis perfusion pressures are also produced
during the infusion of adenosine at increasing rates. This linear
decrease in gracilis artery pressure is shoxra even though the level 
++
of Ca is higher during the infusion of adenosine at 0.18 ml/min than
| |
at 0.1 ml/min. The infusion of adenosine + Ca produces similar de­
creases in gracilis artery pressure as the infusion of adenosine while 
- H *
the levels of Ca are not altered. Adenosine infusion results in a
|-  | -
decrease of resistance of 5.1 RU while adenosine + Ca infusion results 
in a decrease of 5.9 RU.
2. Stimulation study
The average rate of perfusion of the 10 gracilis muscle preparations 
used in this portion of the study was 17.0 ml/min/100 g of muscle. The
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gracilis nerve was stimulated, causing contraction of the gracilis
- j - |
muscle, in order to assay changes of Ca and vascular responses brought 
about by the muscular activity.
a. Ionized calcium responses
44-
Table 9 shows the levels of Ca in the venous effluent of the
gracilis muscle before, during, and at specified times after a three
-| |
minute stimulation period. All levels of Ca are significantly higher
than control levels during and following the stimulation period except
at eight minutes post-stimulation. Eight minutes after contraction
44
ceased the levels of Ca in the venous blood from the gracilis muscle 
had returned to control levels. The increase in Ca during stimulation 
is 0.10 mM/L while those during post-stimulation are 0.12, 0.07, 0.09, 
0.11, 0.13, 0.13, 0.05, and 0.01 mM/L for 15 sec., 30 sec., 1, 2, 3, 4, 
5, and 8 minutes post-stimulation, respectively.
b. Vascular responses
The changes in gracilis artery pressure during stimulation are 
presented in Table 9a. A significant fall in gracilis artery pressure 
of 58 mm Hg is observed during stimulation which compares with a fall of 
56 mm Hg during ATP infusion at 0.1 ml/min. This rate of infusion 
produces ATP levels in the blood very close to those reported by 
Forrester and Lind (37) during skeletal muscle activity. Stimulation of 
the gracilis nerve results in a decrease in resistance to blood flow 
of 6.0 RU which compares to a fall of 7.8 RU during ATP infusion at 0.1 
ml/min. It should be pointed put that the average rate of perfusion 
for the stimulation study, 17.0 ml/min/100 g, is higher than that for 
the infusion study, 14.0 ml/min/100 g, which could account in part for
Table 9. Concentration of ionized calcium of the venous effluent of the gracilis muscle 
at the end of a three minute stimulation3 period and at several 
post-stimulation times.
During
Stimulation
Post-Stimulation
Minutes
Conb Expc Con h Con % Con 1 Con 2 Con 3 Con 4 Con 5 Con 8
mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L mM/L
0. 80 0.96
0.63 0.87
0.51 0.55 0.51 0.56 0.56 0.68 0.61 0.65
0.75 0. 80 0.73 0. 80 0.72 0.78 0.79 0.78 0.81 0.82 0.76 0.84 0.77 0.87 0.76 0.82
0.78 0.85 0.80 0.92 0.80 0.83 0.76 0.77 0.75 0.77 0.79 0.84 0.78 0.89 0.83 0.85 0.79 0.90
0.71 0. 84 0.75 0.72 0.62 0.69 0.66 0.80 0.67 0.87 0.69 0.91 0.62 0.82 0.75 0.74 0.75 0.71
0.99 1.05 0. 90 1.15 1.00 1.09 0.96 1.19 1.01 1.07 0.99 1.05 0.95 1.09 1.00 1.07 0.99 0.93
0.79 0.87 0.80 0.89 0.94 0.99 0.81 0.91 0.76 1.02 0.81 1.01 0.80 0.97 0.94 0.96 0.71 0.84
0.96 1.02 0.86 1.13 1.00 1.12 1.08 1.20 1.09 1.15 1.08 0.98
0.66 0.79 0.64 0.67 0.56 0.64 0.63 0.68 0.54 0.69 0.66 0.75 0.64 0.71 0.56 0.66 0.66 0.66
0.76 0. 86 0.78 0.90 0.77 0.84 0.73 0.82 0.76 0.87 0.82 0.95 0.77 0.90 0.82 0.87 0.82 0. 83
!0.05 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.05 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06 0.07 0.07 0.06 0.04
P < 0.001 •P < 0.05 P < 0.001 P < 0.05 P < 0.05 P < 0.01 P < 0.001 P < 0.025 P > 0.05
Mc
a Stimulus strength of 6 volts, duration 0.6 msec, and frequency 6/sec. 
b Control c Experimental ^ Mean e Standard error of the mean
Table 9a. Gracilis arterial pressure at the end of three 
minutes stimulation of the gracilis nerve.
Perfusion pressure
mm Hg
Control Experimental
157 59
110 73
143 114
156 87
164 93
168 114
127 106
182 93
184 119
142 90
Mean 153 95
SEM 7 6
P < 0.001
SEM - Standard error of the mean
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the lower resistance values of the stimulation study.
c. pH responses
Table 10 shows the pH of the venous effluent of the gracilis 
muscle and the pH of arterial blood before, during, and following con­
traction of the gracilis muscle. All venous pH values are significantly 
lower than control values with the exception of the 5 and 8 minutes 
post-stimulation'times. The pH of the venous blood returned to control 
levels five minutes after cessation of contraction. The arterial pH 
did not vary in response to stimulation of the gracilis nerve since none 
of the arterial pH values were significantly different from control.
d. Comparison of ionized calcium, vascular, and pH responses
, [  )
The relationship between venous Ca and venous and arterial pH 
during and after the contractile response of the gracilis muscle to stimu­
lation is shown in Figure 12. A diphasic response of venous calcium ion 
activity can be seen. The calcium ion concentration increased from 0.76
to 0.86 mM/L during stimulation and continued to increase to 0.90 mM/L at
-H-
15 sec. post-stimulation. The level of Ca fell to 0.82 raM/L at 1 min. 
post-stimulation and then presented a secondary more gradual increase 
which reached, a second peak of 0.95 mM/L at 3 min. post-stimulation. The 
calcium ion activity of the venous effluent then decreased to a level not 
statistically different from control at 8 minutes post-stimulation.
Venous pH decreased from 7.26 to 7.19 during contraction and con­
tinue to drop to 7.13 during the first 30 seconds post-stimulation. An 
increase of pH. to 7.19 takes place at 2 minutes post-stimulation and then 
falls once again to 7.15 at 3 minutes post-stimulation. By 5 minutes 
after the contractile response, the venous pH had returned to control
Table 10. Venous and arterial pH of gracilis muscle effluent at the end of a three
minute stimulation5 period and at several post-stimulation times.'
Stimulation Post-Stimulation
Minutes
Conb Expc % 1 2 3 4 5 8
pHf 7.26 7.17 7.14 7.18
7.35 7.32 7.35 7.28 7.33 7.36 7.32
7.17 7.17 7.10 7.11 7.12 7.16 7.15 7.13 7.17
7.17 7.12 7.17 7.05 7.05 7.11 7.16
7.14 7.07 7.05 7.06 7.00 7.05 7.06 7.10 7.19 7.19
7.25 7.18 7.11 7.09 7.06 7.09 7.09 7.13 7.17 7.21
7.38 7.33 7.26 7.20 7.16 7.30 7.31 7.31 7.34 7.37
7.36 7.27 7.25 7.25 7.23 7.28 7.19 7.28 7.32 7.31
7.23 7.12 7.23 7.16 7.15 7.17 7.22 7.22
7.28 7.19 7.17 7.15 7.19 7.18 7.11 7.19 7.23
Md 7.26 7.19 7.17 7.13 7.14 7.19 7.15 7.20 7.25 7.25
SEe 0. 03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03
P < 0.001 P<0.005 P<0.001 P<0.001 P<0.005 P<0.005 P<0.001 P>0.05 P>0.05
pH9 7.36 7.37 7.38
7.39 7.37 7.35 7.35 7.38
7.20 7.24 7.17 7.13 7.18 7.23 7.28 7.19 7.27
7.21 7.21 7.22 7.23 7.22 7.20 7.21
7. 22 7.22 7.27 7.22 7.16 7.15 7.15 7.28 7.28 7.26
7.37 7.33 7.37 7.36 7.31 7.30 7.33 7.37 7.36 7.35
7.41 7.40 7.42 7.39 7.42 7.40 7.40 7.43 7.39 7.41
7.41 7.41 7.41 7.42 7.43 7.44 7.39 7.42 7.38 7.37
7.26 7.26 7.25 7.26 7.25 7.29 7.28
7.35 7.35 7.36 7.36 7.32 7.38 7.35 7.37 7,37
M 7.32 7.31 7.32 7.30 7.31 7.31 7.31 7.33 7.33 7.31
SE 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.04 0,04 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.02 0.03
P > 0.05 P>0.05 P> 0.05 P>0.05 P>0.05 P>0,05 P>0.05 P>0.05 P>0.05
5 Stimulus strength of 6 volts, 0.6 msec duration, and 6/sec frequency b Control
c Experimental d Mean e Standard error of the mean f Venous pH 9 Arterial pH
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levels. It is noteworthy (Figure 12) that the decrease in Ca"*-*" between 
15 and 30 seconds post-stimulation occurs in the face of an increased 
acidity of venous blood, from pH 7.17 to 7.13. An. increase in Ca’*"*' 
between 1 and 2 minutes post-stimulation is accompanied by an increase 
in venous pH. It has been shown that a decrease in pH (increase in 
acidity) of the blood results in an increase in the level of Ca**. The 
converse is also true. However, during several post-stimulation time 
periods, Ca** changes were opposite to those expected from the pH changes.
The fact that a lack of correlation exists between pH and Ca** of 
the blood can be seen in the scatter diagram presented in Figure 13 
which shows the relationship between the levels of Ca** and the pH of 
the blood before, during and after stimulation of the gracilis nerve.
The correlation coefficient (r = 0.41) shows the poor correlation 
between Ca++ and blood pH during contraction of the gracilis muscle. This 
correlation coefficient is lower than that observed in the in vitro study 
(r = 0.91). A  regression line is also shown which best fits the points 
in the scatter diagram. The two close points (a) below the regression 
line represent the 30 sec. and 1 min. post-stimulation values and corres­
pond to the first decrease in Ca** which occurs after contraction, as 
shown in Figure 12. The highest point (b) indicates the highest level of 
Ca** and corresponds to the 3 minute post-stimulation level of Ca**, i.e., 
the second increase of the diphasic change of Ca** due to stimulation of 
the gracilis nerve.
C. Whole Blood In Vitro Study
1• Ca**-pH interrelationship
Results of the in vitro study are shown in Figure 14. Values of
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Figure 13. Correlation of venous ionized calcium and
venous pH before, during, and after a three 
minute contraction of the gracilis muscle, 
a and b are explained in text.
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Figure 14. Correlation of ionized calcium and pH of 
whole blood in vitro.
Ca*"*" were plotted against the pH of the blood in order to demonstrate 
the inter-relationship between calcium ion activity and pH of the blood. 
These Ca^-pH values were analyzed using linear regression and a cor­
relation coefficient was obtained. The high correlation coefficient 
(r = 0.91) derived from the data of the scatter diagram indicates that 
the level of Ca++ in the blood is highly dependent upon the pH of the 
blood. The slope of the regression line indicates that, as the pH of 
the blood becomes more acidic, the level of Ca-*-1' shows a significant 
increase as indicated by the p value (p <0.001). Substituting different 
pH values (X) into the equation of the regression line (y = -Q.306X + 2.99)
_j- I,
one can determine that a change of pH of 0.1 results in a change of Ca 
of 0.03 mM/L.
2. Interrelationships of calcium ion activity and pH
The Ca^-pH values derived in vitro, from stimulation of the 
gracilis nerve, and post-stimulation data were used to construct scatter 
diagrams and regression lines. The slopes of these regression lines are 
shown in Figure 15 and compare the changes of Ca++ per 0.1 change of 
pH. The slope of line one, derived from in vitro data, shows the least 
change of Ca++ (0.03 mM/L) per 0.1 unit change of pH of the blood. A 
slightly greater change in Ca+"*" (0.04 mM/L) per 0.1 unit change of pH 
is observed during the recovery from stimulation of the gracilis nerve 
as seen from the slope of line number three in Figure 15. Stimulation of 
the gracilis nerve results in the greatest change in the level of Ca"*"* 
(0.14 mM/L) of venous blood per 0.1 unit change in pH (see line 2 in 
Figure 15). This significant increase in Ca+* occurs during the three 
minute stimulation period and continues for 15 seconds after cessation 
of the stimulation. The slope of line two indicates more than four
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Figure 15. Comparison of slopes showing the relationship 
between levels of ionized calcium and pH of 
the blood obtained ill vitro during, and follow­
ing gracilis muscle contraction.
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times the change in Ca++ as the slope of line 1. Figure 16 lists the 
changes in Ca++ resulting from a 0.1 change of pH in vitro, during the 
stimulation of the gracilis nerve, and during the post-stimulation 
recovery. The change of Ca++ per 0.1 change of pH during contraction 
of the gracilis muscle is 467 per cent of control while the change of 
Ca++ per 0.1 change of pH produced during the post-stimulation recovery 
is 134 per cent of control.
A decrease of 0.1 pH units produced an increase 
in ionized calcium of:
0 .03m M/L 0 .14m M/L 0 .04m M/L
In V itro During
Gracilis
Nerve
Stimulation
During
Post-
Stimulation
Recovery
Figure 16. Comparison of changes in the levels
of ionized calcium due to unit changes 
in pH in vitro, during gracilis nerve 
stimulation, and post-stimulation 
recovery.
IV. DISCUSSION
I
A. Pertinent Findings
The results of a portion of this present investigation support the 
metabolic hypothesis in that the decreases of perfusion pressure observed 
in the active gracilis muscle were probably due to the presence of a vaso­
active metabolite. In general, this investigation established the 
following facts, namely: (1) Adenosine as well as the adenine nucleotides
chelate the calcium ion as indicated by the infusion studies; (2) In-
-[-j-
fusion of the Ca -titrated solutions of adenosine, ADP, and ATP results
in the same decrease of perfusion pressure as the calcium-free or non-
||
titrated solutions; (3) Increased levels of Ca are found in the venous 
effluent of contracting gracilis muscle, a finding which was shown to be 
independent of the concomitant decrease in venous pH; (4) The infusion 
of isosmotic C a C ^  results in quite large increases in the level of 
calcium ion activity but only small increases in perfusion pressure; and, 
(5) Studies with whole blood (in vitro) showed a 0.03 mM/L increase of 
calcium ion activity per unit change of pH while the ionized calcium level 
of gracilis vein blood, during contraction, increased 0.14 mM/L per unit 
change of pH. These results, as discussed below, present some interesting 
comparisons with the results of other investigations.
B . Comparisons of Results
Nutrient blood flow to an active tissue is controlled by the activity 
of that tissue— this idea is supported by this present work. As seen in
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this investigation, stimulation of the gracilis nerve, with consequent 
contraction of the gracilis muscle, produced vasodilation (presumably 
due to the release of a vasodilator metabolite from the active muscle)
-j— |
(51). Simultaneously, however, an increase in the level of Ca was 
found in the venous effluent of the contracting gracilis muscle. The 
observation that vasodilation occurs in the face of elevated levels of 
the vasoconstrictive calcium ion is considered to be of some significance.
j  |
These increased levels of Ca in the venous blood draining active skeletal 
muscle must be added to the list of locally released agents which produce 
hyperosmolarity of the venous blood —  a condition which also is associated 
with vasodilation (117, 118). It is important to note that the experi­
ments of others (117, 118) who investigated the vasoactivity of hyper­
osmolar solutions did not include calcium salts. Incorporation of cal­
cium into hyperosmolar solutions may diminish the degree of vasodilation 
previously obtained with such solutions. The results of this present 
investigation, the appearance of elevated levels of Ca in the venous 
blood of active muscle, suggests a re-evaluation of the vasodilator 
potential of hyperosmolar solutions by incorporation of appropriate 
levels of calcium salts.
During this present study the decreases of perfusion pressure ob­
served during contraction of the gracilis muscle are similar in magnitude 
to those elicited by the lowest rate of infusion of ATP. This infusion 
rate produces blood levels of ATP which approach those found in venous 
blood draining contracting skeletal muscle (36, 37). Therefore— if 
the adenine nucleotides are involved in local regulation of blood flow—  
results of this present investigation as discussed above indicate that 
they must be capable of retaining their vasodilator potential in the face
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of increased levels of the calcium ion. The results of this study demon-
++ ++ ++ 
strate that infusion of ATP + Ca , ADP + Ca , and adenosine + Ca
results in the same decrease of perfusion pressure as the infusion of
ATP, ADP, or adenosine by themselves. These findings lend support to the
concept that adenosine and/or the adenine nucleotides may play a role in
local regulation of blood floxf (51).
Bohr and Sitrin (13) suggest that the physiological variable by
which vasoactive agents produce vasoconstriction or vasodilation is an
alteration in the concentration of the calcium ion. This alteration may
take place in the extracellular or intracellular compartment of the
vascular smooth muscle. The agents responsible for local regulation of
blood flow, therefore, must somehow affect the concentration of the free
calcium ion resulting in a change in activity of the vascular smooth
-[ j
muscle. Changes in the levels of Ca were found during the infusion of 
adenosine and adenine nucleotides (as seen in Figures 5, 9, 10, 11).
Since adenosine and the adenine nucleotides have been implicated in local 
regulation of blood flow, the chelation of the calcium ion by these sub­
stances may, perhaps, be the mechanism of action.
1. Infusion studies
a. Adenosine and the adenine nucleotides
(1) Chelation of the calcium ion
The results of this present investigation substantiate preliminary
results, in vivo, from this laboratory (95) and many in vitro results
(98, 126) which demonstrated that the adenine nucleotides chelate calcium
ions. These results are unique in that they also demonstrate that adeno—
++sine chelates the calcium ion. Similar depressions of Ca levels of the
blood are obtained during the introduction of other Ca++ chelating 
agents into the blood stream. The infusion of EDTA at the rate of 10.7 
g/hr into the cow was sufficient to chelate 57.5 mEq of calcium per hour 
which, if continued, resulted in tetany and death (102). Hinkle and 
Cooperman (58) demonstrated that the transfusion of citrated blood into 
humans depressed the level of Ca++ of the blood by 0.5 mg per cent for 
each unit (500 ml) of blood administered. In one patient the Ca++ level 
fell to 0.2 mM/L, about 18 per cent of control, after the administration 
of nine units of citrated blood, but the patient did not show any signs 
of tetany. This depression of Ca++ was obviated by addition of 0.6 g of 
CaCl2 to each unit of citrated blood (97). The introduction of any 
calcium chelating agent into the blood stream, whether infused, trans­
fused, or released from local tissues, probably reduces the local level 
of Ca++ with subsequent changes of physiological mechanisms.
As shown in this present series of experiments (See Figures 9 and 10), 
the ability of ATP and ADP to chelate the calcium ion in vivo complements 
in vitro results (87, 91, 126). There are two possible sites where the 
calcium ion-adenine nucleotide bond can occur, the amino group at position 
6 of the adenine purine ring and the polyphosphate side chain which is 
attached to carbon 5* of the ribose moiety (126). In vitro studies sug­
gest that adenosine, under the conditions of the experiment, does not 
chelate calcium to any significant extent. Results from this present 
work (See Figure 11) demonstrate conclusively that adenosine readily 
chelates calcium. A possible explanation for this finding might be that 
the amino group of the purine ring of adenosine avidly chelates calcium 
in an in vivo situation. In vitro results (126) indicate that less than 
three per cent of the calcium ion can bind to the adenosine molecule
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while results of the present study indicate that the infusion of 1.2 
umole/min of adenosine results in a 19 per cent decrease in the level of
I I-,
Ca of the blood. No explanation can be given, at this time, for the 
differential chelating ability of adenosine in vitro and in vivo. The 
calcium chelating capacity of adenosine is substantiated by the fact that 
the infusion of a control non-chelating agent, physiological saline, 
resulted in no change of Ca*"*" of the blood.
Melchior (84) reports higher formation constants for the divalent 
metal ion-ATP bonds as compared to those bonds formed by ADP or AMP. The 
results of the present investigation do not reveal a statistical dif­
ference in the amount of calcium bound by adenosine, ADP, or ATP whenever 
depression of the calcium ion, brought about by these materials, is 
compared at the same rate of infusion (Table 5). In short, adenosine
l |
and the adenine nucleotides chelate Ca in vivo and the available evi­
dence tentatively suggests that two binding sites may be involved, viz, 
the amino group on the adenine ring and the polyphosphate side chain of 
the ribose moiety.
(2) Vascular responses 
The vascular responses elicited by adenosine, ADP, and ATP in this 
present study are quite comparable with the results of others. Frohlich 
(38) reported a decrease of perfusion (brachial) pressure of 40 per cent, 
small artery pressure of 65 per cent, Rt of 43 per cent, and Rsv of 75 per 
cent during the infusion of ATP at 0.5 umole/min. The results of this 
present work indicate a decrease of perfusion (brachial) pressure of 42 
per cent, small artery pressure of 70 per cent, Rt of 42 per cent, and Rsv 
of 91 per cent during an infusion of ATP at 1.8 umole/min. It should be 
noted that the infusion rate utilized in this study (1.8 umole/min) is
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higher than that of Frohlich CO.5 umole/min) but the average perfusion 
rate of this study, 75 ml/min, is also higher than that of Frohlich's 
study, 53 ml/min. Therefore, the levels of ATP in the perfused blood of 
the two studies are more comparable than they first appear.
Duff, Patterson, and Shepherd (32) infused ATP into the forearm of 
a human being at levels almost identical to those found to be released 
during skeletal muscle activity (37). The resulting blood flow changes 
of the two studies were also quite comparable. The lowest rate of in­
fusion of ATP employed in the present investigation resulted in ATP 
levels of blood comparable to those of Forrester and Lind (37) and re­
sulted in vasodilation of a magnitude that could account for the change
of the blood flow seen by Duff, Patterson, and Shepherd (32).
The results of Gordon (43) and those of Winbury et al. (132) agree 
with the results of the present study in that the vasodilator activity 
progressively increases when the scale adenosine to ADP to ATP is 
traversed. Winbury et al. (132) reported relative vasodilator capacities 
of 25, 28, 95, and 100 for adenosine, AMP, ADP, and ATP, respectively;
while Gordon's results indicated vasodilator activity of 32, 80, and 100
for adenosine, ADP, and ATP, respectively. The vasodilator activity 
calculated on an equimolar basis from data of the present study, are 39, 
86, and 100 for adenosine, ADP, and ATP, respectively. It thus appears 
that the vascular effects obtained in this study, as elicited by the in­
fusion of adenosine or the adenine nucleotides, are quite comparable 
with the published findings of other studies.
b . Adenosine and the adenine nucleotides with Ca 
In order to determine whether the chelation of calcium by adenosine 
and the adenine nucleotides may be involved in local regulation of blood
flow, a comparison has been made between data derived from Ca^-titrated 
and calcium-free nucleotide solutions. The vascular responses elicited 
by the infusion of Ca++-titrated and calcium-free solutions of adenosine
and the adenine nucleotides are similar while the infusion of the calcium-
!
containing nucleotide solutions did not change the calcium ion concentra­
tion of the perfusate. This latter finding is undoubtedly due to the 
fact that all the binding sites of the adenine nucleotide molecules, 
which were titrated with isosmotic CaCl2 , were filled with calcium ions; 
a condition which would not allow further chelation. The change in 
resistance to blood flow in the different segments of the forelimb 
vasculature show little difference during ATP or ATP + Ca"H * infusion.
The average decreases in the resistance to blood flow during the infusion 
of ATP were 1.23, 0.27, 1.33, and 0.01 RU while those during ATP + Ca'H' 
infusion were 1.31, 0.11, 1.11, and 0.01 RU for Rt, Ra, RgV » and Rv , 
respectively. Identical results were obtained during the infusion of 
Ca+’+'-titrated and non-titrated solutions into the isolated gracilis 
muscle preparations (See Figures 9, 10, and 11). Since the Ca^-titrated 
solutions produced the same vascular responses as the non-titrated solu­
tions and since they did not cause any change in the level of Ca++, it 
must be concluded that adenosine, ADP, and ATP are vasodilators by some 
mechanism other than chelation of the calcium ion. As demonstrated by 
Winbury et al. (132) the vasodilator activity of the adenine nucleotide 
molecule increases in relation to the content of high energy phosphate 
groups. As shown in this present work, these phosphate groups are 
equally effective as vasodilators regardless of whether they are filled 
with calcium ions or not. The ultimate answer to this problem lies in 
the precise mechanism whereby the adenine nucleotides, with or without
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calcium, affect the contractile machinery of vascular smooth muscle,
c. Calcium ion
The infusion of isosmotic CaC^ results in very substantial in­
creases in the level of Ca-*"** of the blood, the magnitude of the increase, 
at the 0.3 ml/min state of infusion, being more than 10 times the control 
level. It is important to note that this 10 fold increase of plasmatic 
Ca++ results in an increase of perfusion pressure of only 5 per cent.
This indicates that a local increase of Ca"*-*", at least at these high 
levels, results in little change in resistance to blood flow. Overbeck 
et al. (94) demonstrated a 9 per cent increase in perfusion pressure 
of the isolated forelimb during a 2 ml/min infusion of isotonic CaC^.
An additional infusion of 1 ml/min of a 2.78 Osm/L CaCl2 solution, 8.7 
times the level used in this present investigation, resulted in an in­
crease of perfusion pressure of 12.3 per cent. At an infusion rate of 
CaCl2 of this magnitude the increase of the levels of Ca'*"*' of the blood 
were probably substantial. Haddy (47) reported that a 0.33 ml/min infu­
sion of a 10 per cent CaCl2 solution produced a 12 per cent increase in 
perfusion pressure.
The foregoing makes it appear that the calcium ion, at these high 
levels, is not a very potent vasoconstrictor. The reservation must be 
made that the vascular smooth muscle probably responds to a certain range 
of calcium and that, in the control condition, the vascular bed is 
operating near the upper limit of this range. Infusion of CaCl2 could 
quickly bring vascular reactivity, to calcium, to the upper reaches of 
this range. Considered in another light the vascular smoth muscle 
reactivity to calcium may be set such that it readily responds to 
decreases, but not to increases, of calcium. This idea is supported by
Bohr's (11a) finding that vascular smooth muscle reaches a certain thresh­
old to calcium ions above which the vascular smooth muscle responds 
maximally. Kontos (77) noted that the vasoconstrictor activity of Ca"*-*" 
appeared to level off at levels just above 1.0 mM/L. On the other hand, 
Haddy (52) has found that deliberately decreased levels of Ca++ produced 
vasodilation in a perfused vascular bed. In summary, a large increase in 
the level of Ca++ of the blood does not appear to alter greatly the tone 
of vascular smooth muscle. The large increases in the level of Ca++- 
observed in this and other studies may maximize the normal physiological 
action of the calcium ion while smaller changes in the level of Ca**, 
especially decreases, may still be involved in the regulation of vascular 
smooth muscle activity.
The fact that substantial increases in levels of Ca++ of the blood 
produce relatively small increases in perfusion pressure may be explained 
by the membrane stabilizing action of the calcium ion on smooth muscle 
membranes (2). These high levels of Ca*"*" may restrict the inward move­
ment of Ca"*-1" itself or of other current carrying ions and, therefore, 
limit the activation of the muscle. This membrane stabilizing action of 
high levels of Ca++ may also explain why the lowest infusion rate of 
CaCl2 produced a significant increase in perfusion pressure, whereas the 
higher rates of infusion did not.
The increased activity of vascular smooth muscle during calcium 
ion infusion could result from the action of Ca++ as the charge carrier 
in the production of action potentials (64, 112) or from the higher 
extracellular calcium ion concentration activating the sodium-out/ 
calcium-in pump (12). Both of these phenomena would result in an in­
creased intracellular concentration of Ca-*-*" causing activation of the
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vascular smooth muscle (123).
2. Stimulation study
a. Released vasoactive agents
Dramatically increased levels of Ca were found, in this present
work, in the venous effluent of the contracting gracilis muscle. According
++to the original hypothesis a decrease of Ca was expected since ATP is
released from active skeletal muscle (.37) and is known to chelate the
calcium ion (95, 126). Chelation of calcium presumptively would decrease
the vasoconstrictor activity of this ion and possibly explain the vaso-
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dilator nature of venous blood. The level of Ca in the venous effluent
of contracting skeletal muscle had not been measured heretofore, but it
had been shown that the venous levels of potassium and magnesium increased
(73, 117) in response to skeletal muscle contraction. Increased amounts
of potassium and magnesium in the venous effluent of contracting skeletal
muscle has been used previously to partially explain the increased toni-
| |
city of venous blood (117). As discussed previously, Ca must now be 
included in this array since its level, also, is increased during muscular 
activity. The situation in cardiac muscle is, hoxvever, quite different. 
Total calcium was measured in coronary sinus blood and was found not to 
change during the increased cardiac activity brought about by a five 
minute stimulation period C H S ) . It is noteworthy that the levels of 
potassium and magnesium, also, did not increase in coronary sinus blood 
during such stimulation (118).
The possibility that the increased Ca observed in the course of 
contraction- of the gracilis muscle could have been due to an increase in 
acidity of the venous blood was taken into consideration (11, 76). This
was mandatory since an increase in acidity has been shown to increase
I I
Ca (60> 99). Experiments, therefore, were done to determine whether 
++the increased Ca of the venous effluent of contracting muscle could be
explained entirely by pH changes alone.
The. possible sources of calcium ion, in the experimental prepara^
tions used here, are those present in blood or those found in skeletal or
vascular smooth muscle. On a quantitative basis, the release of calcium
from skeletal muscle would probably be greater than that from vascular
-H-
smooth muscle. Woodward (133) reported an increase in Ca efflux of from 
30-300 percent from skeletal muscle during stimulation which agrees with 
the results of others (9, 119). On the other hand, Bianchi and Shanes 
(10) reported- an increased influx during stimulation while Fenn et al.
(34) reported no change in calcium content of the cell during stimulation. 
Shanes (119) reported than an unchanged calcium content of the cell could 
be due to an increase in both calcium influx and efflux during stimulation. 
Increases in calcium efflux were also reported during contractures induced 
by drugs (8) and low extracellular calcium ion concentrations (9). While 
this area is still unsettled, the major studies indicate that calcium 
efflux increases during an increased activity of skeletal muscle.
The picture is not quite as clear for calcium movement during 
activity of smooth muscle. There is considerable evidence for calcium 
influx during vascular smooth muscle activity (26, 59, 63, 64, 78).
Lullman and Mohns (80) demonstrated that calcium influx increases during 
stimulation of intestinal smooth muscle. However, the calcium movement 
into smooth, muscle is probably small when compared to the total movement 
from skeletal muscle.
The possible sources of calcium ion present in blood are the
erythrocytes (.0.05-0.19 mEq/kg) 0-29); platelets 06.8-26.4 umole/g) C21); 
and the plasma proteins 0*8 mEq/L). It is obvious that the plasma pro­
teins provide the largest potential source of Ca"*"+, but the erythrocytes 
and platelets may also, through some poorly understood mechanism, release
i
calcium. Decreases of pH are known to release Ca++‘ from the plasma pro­
teins (83) and the decrease of pH in the venous effluent of active muscle 
could possibly, on the surface, explain the increase in levels of Ca-****.
The results of the control experiments (using canine whole blood, 
in vitro) indicate that a change of 0.1 pH units produces a change of 
0.03 mM/L of Ca++. This conpares, per 0.1 unit change of pH, with 
changes of Ca*"*" of 0.06 mM/L (77) using dog serum, 0.05 mM/L (99) using 
human serum, and 0.05 mM/L (60) using human plasma. The variance in these 
results might be due to the presence or absence of the cellular elements 
of the blood during the measurement of the calcium ion activity. The 
effect of red cells or platelets on the maintenance of plasmatic levels 
of ionized calcium has not been established, but may play some role since 
the change of Ca-*-*" of whole blood (0.03 mM/L) was less than that found in 
serum (0.05mM/L) per 0.1 change of pH. This discrepancy might be due to 
the fact that the results of these present experiments were derived by 
using whole blood of dogs while the other experiments used serum or plasma 
of dogs or humans.
The average increase of Ca++ observed during the contraction of the 
gracilis muscle was 467 per cent when compared with the in vitro results 
(See Figure 16) while that found during the post-contraction period was 
133 per cent when compared to these same controls. The correlation co­
efficient of the pH-Ca++ relationship of whole blood in vitro was r =
0.91, whereas the coefficient during stimulation was only r = 0.13.
Thus, it does not appear that pH. changes alone can explain the increase 
of Ca-*"* found in the venous effluent since the low r value (r = 0.13) in­
dicates that calcium ion levels are not dependent highly on pH changes 
during contraction. Therefore, the Ca++ must be coming from some other 
source, possibly from a readily mobilized fraction of calcium present in 
skeletal or vascular smooth muscle. If this occurs, one would expect the
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muscle to incur a calcium debt. Decreased levels of Ca , lower than 
control, were sought but were not found in the venous effluent during 
post-stimulation periods in this present series of experiments. De­
creased levels of Ca"*-*" due to repayment of any calcium debt incurred 
by muscular activity could be obscured by the increased levels of Ca*"*"
brought about by the increased acidity of the blood. Any loss of
calcium from vascular smooth muscle could explain the active hyperemia 
which accompanies muscular activity.
b. Vascular responses 
Scott (117) demonstrated a decrease of 56 mm Hg of gracilis per­
fusion pressure and a decreased resistance (5.0 RU) to blood flow at the 
end of three minutes of stimulation. These results are comparable to 
the results of the present study which showed a fall of gracilis per­
fusion pressure of 58 mm Hg and a fall in resistance to blood flow of 6.0
RU. The infusion of ATP at 0.1 ml/min, producing ATP levels in the blood 
close to those reported by Forrester and Lind (37), resulted in a per­
fusion pressure decrease of 56 mm Hg. This close agreement of results 
substantiate the concept that the adenine nucleotides may be responsible 
for local regulation of blood flow. As shown in this present work, the 
adenine nucleotides also retain their vasodilator potential in the face 
of increased levels of blood calcium ion activity— a requisite for a
vasodilator metabolite controlling blood flow in active skeletal muscle.
C. Evaluation of the Hypothesis of this Study
It was originally suggested that adenosine and its phosphate 
derivatives might possess vasodilator potential due to their chelation 
of the calcium ion. The results of this investigation substantiate pre­
liminary observations (95) that ATP and ADP chelate Ca++ in vivo. The 
infusion of adenosine also lowers the level of Ca"^" in the blood. How­
ever, chelation of plasmatic calcium by ATP, ADP, and adenosine does not 
appear to be the mechanism responsible for regulation of blood flow since 
the Ca^-titrated nucleotide solutions resulted in the same decrease of 
perfusion pressure as that elicited by calcium-free nucleotide solutions. 
Since the calcium ion binding sites were filled with the added calcium, 
additional calcium ions could not be bound, as evidenced by the lack of 
Ca’*'*’ change during the infusion of the titrated solutions. Since the 
titrated solutions resulted in the same decrease of perfusion pressure 
without a change of Ca++, the vasodilator capacity of ATP, ADP, and 
adenosine must be due to some activity of the molecule other than chela­
tion of the plasmatic calcium ion.
Earlier studies indicated that the basic requirement for coronary 
dilator activity of the adenine series is the adenine-9-riboside moiety 
(132). It is interesting to note that this bond or portion of the mole­
cule probably is not involved in the chelation of the calcium ion. 
Adenine, which has no 9-riboside moiety, is inactive as a vasodilator 
while adenosine, AMP, ADP, and ATP, on an equimolar basis, have relative 
vasodilator potentials of 25, 28, 95, and 100, respectively (132). These 
potentials do not correlate with the amount of calcium ion these species 
can chelate, as seen in Figures 5, 9, 10, and 11. These data provide
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additional proof that the vasodilator potential of these substances can­
not be explained by chelation of the calcium ion. Not only is it apparent 
that the ribose moiety is essential for vasodilator activity but Flesher
(35) has reported that the vasodilator effect is increased as the number 
of phosphate groups attached to position 5 ’ of the ribose moiety in­
creases. This is reflected also in the relative vasodilator potentials 
of Winbury et al. (132). The changes of perfusion pressure of this study 
also indicate that ATP has greater vasodilator potential than adenosine 
and a similar potential to ADP. It is not yet clear as to how these 
essential moieties elicit relaxation of the vascular smooth muscle but 
it may be by direct stimulation of a receptor present on vascular smooth 
muscle cells. This could, in some unknown manner, elicit a change in 
the intracellular calcium ion concentration which controls vascular 
tone (13).
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